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Abstract

The design of research grants has been hypothesized to be a useful tool for
influencing researchers and their science. We test this by conducting two thought
experiments in a nationally representative survey of academic researchers. First,
we offer participants a hypothetical grant with randomized attributes and ask
how the grant would influence their research strategy. Longer grants increase
researchers’ willingness to take risks, but only among tenured professors, which
suggests that job security and grant duration are complements. Both longer
and larger grants reduce researchers’ focus on speed, which suggests a significant
amount of racing in science is in pursuit of resources. But along these and other
strategic dimensions, the effect of grant design is small. Second, we identify
researchers’ indifference between the two grant design parameters and find they
are very unwilling to trade off the amount of funding a grant provides in order
to extend the duration of the grant — money is much more valuable than time.
Heterogeneity in this preference can be explained with a straightforward model
of researchers’ utility. Overall, our results suggest that the design of research
grants is more relevant to selection effects on the composition of researchers
pursuing funding, as opposed to having large treatment effects on the strategies
of researchers that receive funding.
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1 Introduction
Firms, governments, and philanthropies that fund science must decide not only how much
to invest in researchers, but how to structure those investments. These funders often invest
in science invest in science in the form of grants, which award researchers a fixed amount
of money for a fixed amount of time.1 Many funders express an interest in using these
parameters of money and time to incentivize more socially valuable science. For example,
the prestigious Howard Hughes Medical Institute recently extended their grants from five to
seven years, claiming that those “years of stable support allows [researchers] to take more
risk and achieve more transformative advances.”2

This argument — the design of grants can influence researchers’ strategies — has roots in
incentive-based theories of innovation and venture financing.3 Different grant designs might
induce researchers to, for example, acquire different inputs, plan over different time horizons,
or diversify their resources across different types of projects. However, the practical relevance
and specific implications of any particular theory remains unclear given the backdrop of
institutions and incentives that researchers operate amongst (Dasgupta and David 1994;
Stephan 1996) and the rarity of natural experiments in this setting.

Understanding the usefulness of grant design as a policy lever is further complicated by
the fact that researchers usually choose what grants to pursue. Thus, funders must un-
derstand researchers’ preferences and incorporate this knowledge of demand when choosing
which grants to supply. For example, in 2015 the National Institutes of Health (NIH) intro-
duced a new grant structure that offered more time, but less money, in hopes of encouraging
researchers “to pursue new research directions as opportunities arise” and “avoid abrupt ter-
mination of laboratory support.” Ideally, the NIH would have known researchers’ preferences
over money and time when they designed this program, but this information is hard to elicit
and quantify; the market for science is largely devoid of the prices and variation in attributes
that can be used to identify specifics of demand.4 So while the potential for distortions in
researchers’ strategies has long been appreciated (Nelson 1959; Arrow 1962), we still have
a limited empirical understanding of researchers’ preferences over grant attributes and how

1Research grants are “upfront payments for the delivery of incompletely specified and non-contractable
R&D output” (Azoulay and Li 2021; pg. 120); see Azoulay and Li (2021) for a detailed review. Grants are
explicitly used in academic science, and often implicitly in for-profit science when firms pre-commit some
amount of time and capital to an uncertain R&D project (Kerr and Nanda 2015).

2See the following links for more on this and other funding institutions proclaiming the importance of
grant design: Howard Hughes Medical Institute, National Institutes of Health, Wellcome Trust.

3For example, Holmstrom (1989) and Manso (2011) have potential implications for the optimal structure
of investments in research. We discuss other related work below.

4See here for more on this particular grant, referred to as the “MIRA” mechanism, and here for more on
researchers’ mixed responses to the money-time tradeoff that MIRA required of participants.
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these attributes could be used to influence the direction of science; what are the treatment
and selection effects induced by research grant designs?

In this paper, we identify researchers’ preferences and beliefs over grant designs using
a nationally representative sample of research-active professors spanning all major fields of
science across all major academic research institutions in the US (Myers et al. 2023). We
focus on two specific empirical questions: (1) how would researchers change their strategies if
they were awarded grants of different funding amount (dollars available) and duration (years
those dollars are available); and (2) what are researchers’ preferences over grant designs; how
willing are they to trade off money and time? Of course, all researchers want more money
and more time, but we are able to identify the relative value researchers place on these two
attributes and their usefulness in managing the rate and direction of innovation. Funders
have attempted to solicit this sort of preference before (National Science Foundation 2002;
Royal Society of New Zealand 2004), but not in a systematic way tied to an economic model
as we do here.

Our first empirical exercise studies how effective grant design could be in influencing
researchers’ strategies. We ask researchers what strategic changes they would undertake if
they received a hypothetical grant, the amount and duration of which is randomized. This
hypothetical grant is posed as a sudden influx of funding, and we provide specific details
to eliminate idiosyncratic features of grants that might contaminate researchers’ responses.5

This sort of unanticipated grant receipt is rare in practice. However, it allows us to isolate
researchers’ responses to grant designs without any selection or competitive effects driven by
researchers’ endogenous choices (which would have occurred if we instead posed the thought
experiment about funding competitions).

Researchers respond by choosing from a menu of five subjective options, which are de-
scribed in discipline-agnostic language, as to how the randomized grant would lead them to
change some strategic aspects of their work.6 Two options are based on the “risk-versus-
speed” trade-off at the core of principal-agent models that seek to balance risk-taking against
shirking with the use of long-term incentives (e.g., Holmstrom 1989; Manso 2011; Lerner and
Wulf 2007; Aghion et al. 2013; Tian and Wang 2014; Nanda and Rhodes-Kropf 2017). Two

5For example, we emphasize that the funding may be used for any research project and the funding
amount and duration are fixed and non-negotiable in order to rule out no-cost extensions.

6Specifically, the five options are: “Pursue riskier projects”, “Increase speed”, “Pursue projects less related
to your current work”, “Increase the size of ongoing projects”, and “Increase accuracy or reliability”. We do
not take a stance on the relative social value of any strategy. Instead our goal is to inform a policymaker or
manager who already has preferences over these strategies. “Strategy” is a nebulous concept in the context
of basic science and our formulations are not clearly mutually exclusive. But they are informed by extensive
interviews with researchers across all major fields in the sample. Furthermore, the summary statistics and
results of the experiment are consistent with researchers treating these options as relatively exclusive.
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options are based on the “explore-versus-exploit” trade-off vis-à-vis the role of financial con-
straints in shaping innovators’ willingness to pursue novel and uncertain opportunities (e.g.,
Froot et al. 1993; Hall 2002; Brown et al. 2009; Hottenrott and Peters 2012; Krieger et al.
2022). Lastly, one option focuses on researchers’ willingness to engage in activities that
improve the accuracy or reliability of their work, which is motivated by the growing at-
tention placed on so-called replication crises that may be arising because of constraints on
researchers time horizons or budgets (e.g., Pashler and Harris 2012; Smaldino and McElreath
2016; Kasy 2021).7

Through a combination of standard regressions and machine-learning methods that
search for heterogeneous treatment effects, we find two main results in this experiment.
First, we find that longer grants increase researchers’ willingness to pursue riskier projects,
but only amongst tenured professors. On the other hand, we find that all researchers are
more likely to decrease the speed of their work when receiving longer grants. This result
is consistent with theories such as Holmstrom (1989) and Manso (2011), where long-term
incentives (here, in the form of longer periods of guaranteed access to funding) can induce
risk-taking. However, it suggests that grant duration is only useful as an incentive for risk-
taking amongst researchers who have long-term job security and/or a sufficient stock of
reputation and resources with which they are willing to gamble. Furthermore, these findings
emphasize the potential trade-offs involved with the provision of long-term incentives (i.e.,
Nanda and Rhodes-Kropf 2017).

We also find a connection between grant funding amounts and researchers’ explore-versus-
exploit decisions. Researchers receiving larger grants are more likely to choose the exploit-
oriented option, while those receiving smaller grants are more likely to chose the explore-
oriented option. At a surface level, this result stands in contrast to firms’ behaviors when
they experience cash windfalls, where larger windfalls induce more exploration (Krieger
et al. 2022). We propose two alternative ways of rationalizing this result, which has novel
implications for grant designs and echoes Wu et al.’s (2019) finding that small research teams
(who presumably have less funding) are responsible for a disproportionate share of scientific
“disruptions”.8

We find no connection between grant designs and researchers’ willingness to focus more on
the accuracy or reliability of their work. To the extent this sort of effort is underincentivized
by existing structures of science, it does not appear that marginal changes to grant designs

7We also ask researchers how they would spend the grant funds across a menu of input categories to
investigate how certain inputs are connected to certain strategies.

8This result is also in line with theories and some empirical evidence from the strategic management and
social-psychology literatures that resource constraints can foster creativity or more entrepreneurial thinking
(e.g., Starr and MacMillan 1990; Moreau and Dahl 2005; Hoegl et al. 2008; Scopelliti et al. 2014).
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would be an effective countermeasure.
In all cases, the magnitudes we identify, when scaled to match the variation we observe

in real grant designs, indicate that the effects are small. Realistically-sized changes to grant
designs (e.g., in the range of 15–30%) correspond to only 1–2 percentage point changes in
the probability of researchers choosing certain strategies. Notably, our investigations into
the potential for heterogeneous treatment effects rarely yields any statistically significant
evidence of heterogeneity. Together, this suggests that the practical influence of grant design
on researchers’ strategies may be quite limited.

Our second empirical exercise is focused on understanding researchers’ demand for differ-
ent types of grants. We use another thought experiment to estimate researchers’ willingness
to trade off funding amount and funding duration. We assume that each researcher i’s indi-
rect utility from a grant of amount A and duration D is of the form vi(A,D) = αiA

γD1−γ,
where the key parameter is γ ∈ [0, 1]. A smaller γ would indicate a higher willingness to
trade off funding amount for duration and reflect a belief that time is an important constraint
on researchers’ ability to leverage funding.

We estimate that the average researcher is willing to trade off approximately $50,000
from their grant to extend it by 1 year (γ ≈ 0.8). This also implies that a 1% increase in
grant size is valued nearly four times more than a 1% increase in grant duration — relatively
speaking, grant size is much more important to researchers than duration. These estimates
provide funders with a more concrete sense of researchers’ demand for different grant types
and suggest that researchers do not view the duration of any single grant as an important
constraint on their research pursuits given their preferences, incentives, and expected access
to future funding sources.9

We also test the extent to which researchers have heterogeneous preferences for money
and time. We motivate these tests with a simple model which predicts that we should see
the strongest preference for money, relative to time, amongst researchers who are (1) more
capital-intensive, (2) can more easily access funding through other sources, (3) are less risk-
averse, (4) have higher discount rates, and (5) receive more direct utility from research grant
funding (e.g., in the form of salary buyouts). When we split the sample along each of these
dimensions using direct or proxy measures, we find results consistent with our predictions.
Most importantly, these results show that manipulating grant design to change strategies
will also induce selection effects that will generate changes in the composition of researchers
being funded.

The most closely related paper to ours is Azoulay et al. (2011), which provides evidence
that grant design may be instrumental. They compare the publication output of premiere

9Of course, this doesn’t imply that researchers’ preferences are perfectly aligned with the social optimum.
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biomedical scientists who receive research grants awarded by either the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute (HHMI) or the NIH. In short, the HHMI grants are characterized by being
larger, longer, and generally having fewer constraints. Azoulay et al. (2011) find that HHMI
awardees produce more high-impact papers and more low-impact papers, and are more likely
to change the direction of their science. Another closely related study is Wang et al. (2018),
who investigate output differences for researchers funded under grant structures that vary
in their competitiveness. However, in both cases, understanding the generalizability of the
results and attributing the difference in outcomes to the specific aspects of the grants is
difficult. Our work builds on theirs by clearly separating the selection and treatment effects
of grant design, while also exploring the full population of academic science.

Other relevant literature includes evaluations of researchers’ preferences over job at-
tributes (e.g., Stern 2004; Roach and Sauermann 2010; Sauermann and Roach 2014), life-
cycle effects (e.g., Levin and Stephan 1991), risk-taking in science (e.g., Mandler 2017;
Franzoni and Stephan 2022; Veugelers et al. 2022; Clancy 2023), how the novelty of an idea
shapes researchers’ beliefs (e.g., Boudreau et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017), and the role of speed
and priority in science (e.g., Merton 1957; Hagstrom 1974; Smaldino and McElreath 2016;
Hill and Stein 2019). Few studies have been able to study researchers’ demand for research
funding specifically (e.g., Myers 2020), although a number of studies have made progress in
understanding how researchers react to supply shocks (e.g., Tham 2023; Tham et al. 2023)
and how certain institutions can facilitate the diffusion of research inputs (e.g., Furman and
Stern 2011; Furman et al. 2012; Agrawal et al. 2016; Murray et al. 2016; Teodoridis 2018).

Our approach follows a long line of prior work that has used surveys of researchers to
uncover their otherwise unobservable features, choices, preferences, or beliefs (e.g., Levin and
Stephan 1991; Fox and Stephan 2001; Stern 2004; Sauermann and Cohen 2010; Curty et al.
2017; Levecque et al. 2017; Shortlidge and Eddy 2018; Cohen et al. 2020; Philipps 2022).
Ideally, we would pursue our questions with a field experiment or variation induced by a
natural experiment. However, a field experiment for our specific questions would be pro-
hibitively costly — the median observed grant at institutions in our population is $300,000
and 3 years long. And, as we show in the next section, the distribution of observed grant
designs is quite concentrated as funders are far from fully exploring the space of feasible
grant designs. Thus, useful natural experiments with sufficient statistical power are virtu-
ally non-existent. So while our thought experiments involve hypothetical scenarios, we are
able to explore grant designs that are plausible but rarely seen in practice. While some
of our measures are subjective, they provide a unique, ex-ante observation of researchers’
beliefs in contrast to the typical approach in this literature, which relies on censored, ex-post
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observations (e.g., transformations of publication output).10

Before detailing the experiments, we pay considerable attention to the respondents’ atten-
tion and the potential for non-response bias. As a test of attention, we compare researchers’
self-reported annual salaries to those we observe on publicly available websites (only for re-
searchers at institutions where such data is made public). We find strong agreement between
the two, which suggests mostly truthful reporting along this dimension.

Our approach to non-response involves two parts. First, we use data obtained for both
respondents and non-respondents on the amount of research funding flowing to their insti-
tutions (sourced from the National Science Foundation) and, for a subset of the population,
their publication, and grant flows. In many dimensions, we do estimate that respondents
are significantly different statistically speaking; however, these differences are all very small
economically speaking, typically close to 5%.

Our second approach to potential non-response bias makes use of the randomized par-
ticipation incentives and reminders in the survey. Both the incentives and reminders had
a significant influence on researchers’ willingness to complete the survey, which provides
us with the variation necessary to implement the sample selection correction method of
Heckman (1979).

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 provides motivating summary statistics about
the current distribution of research grants; Section 3 details the survey, including the pop-
ulation, sampling process, the survey instrument, and our approaches to testing for, and
mitigating the potential of, non-response bias; Section 4 describes the first thought exper-
iment, which tests how grant designs influence researchers’ strategies; Section 5 describes
the second thought experiment, which solicits researchers’ preferences over grant attributes;
lastly, Section 6 discusses our results in the context of related work and motivates future
studies on policy tools for managing the rate and direction of innovation.

2 Distribution of current grant designs
Historically, the distribution of grants flowing to universities has been difficult to observe.
Collecting and connecting data from the dozens of large government agencies and hundreds
of smaller organizations is no small task, and surveying researchers about their full history of
grants is not reasonable. Thankfully, the “Dimensions” data set provides a new look at what
types of grants researchers are receiving by aggregating across a large number of funders
who publicly report data (Digital Science 2018).11 Because it relies on publicly reported

10See Stantcheva (2022) for a full discussion of the trade-offs of survey-based empirical analyses.
11As of this paper, Dimensions sources grant data from 233 different US-based funders.
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grants, the Dimensions data is limited in its coverage of research investments at universities
by businesses, so here we can focus only on non-business grants.12

Figure 1 provide a new look at the distribution of grant designs across U.S. academic
research institutions. It shows the joint distribution of the size and duration of research
grants. For consistency, we restrict our attention to grants awarded to the institutions from
which we sourced our survey population, which we detail in the next section. In short, this
includes the 150 largest institutions of higher education in the US per the annual amount of
R&D funding flowing to the institutions.We start with all 311,477 grants in the Dimensions
data from 2000–2012 awarded to any researcher at all institutions in our population. We
then restrict our attention to grants from US-based funders (295,004) with funding amount
data (259,358). Of these, 222,041 are within the support of our thought experiments: 10
years long or less, and $2 million or less.13

Figure 1: Distribution of research grant designs

Note: Based on 222,041 grants at the focal institutions from 2000–2012. Data sourced from
the Dimensions database (Digital Science 2018).

A few patterns emerge. Grants longer than 6 years are exceptionally rare. Even small,
long grants that might resemble some form of insurance are rare; less than 1.5% of grants
are longer than 6 years and smaller than $1 million. Another clear pattern is the positive
correlation between the size and duration of research grants. On average, a grant that is one
year longer will award about $500,000 more in total.14

12Recent federal survey evidence suggests that business-originated research funding accounts for roughly
5% of all annual research funding at institutions of higher education (National Science Foundation 2023).

13We focus on 2000–2012 to avoid censoring since duration is measured ex-post in this data.
14This also holds on a per-year basis; an additional year is associated with $40,000 more per year.
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Overall, it is clear that the full space of reasonable grant designs has not yet been explored
much. The patterns illustrated here may reflect some optimal staging of investments by
funders looking to learn information about risky projects (Dixit and Pindyck 1994). However,
it may also reflect a missing market for certain grants, possibly driven by the fiscal costs of
long-term outlays or rules and regulations that restrict the duration of financial arrangements
between funders and grantees.15

Below, we use our thought experiments to understand what might happen to the type of
science and composition of researchers if funders start to change this distribution. Also, we
use this observed data to make some novel inferences about funders’ preferences over grant
designs and compare those to our estimates of researchers’ preferences.

3 Survey, population, and sample statistics

3.1 Population and sampling

We make use of the National Survey of Academic Researchers, which is detailed in Myers
et al. (2023). We provide a brief overview of the survey methodology here. The target
population is US professors who conduct research at major institutions of higher education.
This was formalized by selecting approximately 150 of the largest institutions in the US
per their total R&D funding reported in the National Science Foundation’s 2019 Higher
Education R&D (HERD) survey (National Science Foundation 2023) and manually collecting
professors’ information from public websites. Recruitment e-mails were sent to a random
50% of the population from October 2022 to March 2023.

The population consisted of 264,036 unique e-mails. We e-mailed a total of 131,672
individuals and 4,388 (3.33%) completed the survey.16 We then restrict the sample to the
4,175 individuals (95.1% of respondents) who reported being a professor and spending a non-
zero amount of time on research. Our final sample consists of professors from engineering,
math, and related fields (703), humanities and related fields (786; e.g., history, linguistics),
medical sciences (1,165; e.g., schools of medicine or public health), natural sciences (655; e.g.,
biology, chemistry, physics), and social sciences (866; e.g., economics, psychology, sociology).
We use these four aggregate groupings of fields throughout our discussion and empirical
analyses given the small sample sizes within narrower field definitions. Table 1 reports
some key summary statistics for our sample. The summary statistics related to the thought

15For example, see here for the NIH’s policy that limits grant “segments” to a maximum of 5 years.
16This response rate is more than twice what has been obtained from sourcing academic researcher contacts

from the corresponding author data contained within the publication record (e.g., Myers et al. 2020).
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experiments are reported in the sections below, and Appendix A.1 contains a larger table
with all covariates in the survey used in any of our analyses.

Table 1: Summary statistics — survey sample

count mean sd
Broad field {0,1}
Engineering, math, & related 4,175 0.17 0.37
Humanities & related 4,175 0.19 0.39
Medical & health sciences 4,175 0.28 0.45
Natural sciences 4,175 0.16 0.36
Research
Guaranteed funding 4,175 430,699.40 1,085,486.21
Fundraising expectations 4,175 549,238.32 1,055,926.36
Professional
Has tenure {0,1} 4,175 0.59 0.49
Total salary 4,175 156,820.36 93,741.46
Soft-money salary 4,175 25,336.53 45,407.18
Total work hrs./week 4,175 49.88 13.06
Share of time spent on research [0,1] 4,175 0.39 0.20
Share of time spent on fundraising [0,1] 4,175 0.09 0.11
Socio-demographic
Age 4,084 49.31 12.52
Female {0,1} 3,992 0.41 0.49
Non-white race/ethnicity {0,1} 4,110 0.24 0.43
Num. dependents in household 4,104 0.98 1.13
U.S. immigrant {0,1} 4,088 0.27 0.44

Note: “Guaranteed” research funding includes funds from prior awards and any other guaran-
teed sources over the next 5 years; “Fundraising expectations” are researchers’ beliefs about
how much funds they will obtain from non-guaranteed sources over the next 5 years. All
variables are continuous and bounded below at zero unless otherwise specified. Responses to
socio-demographic questions were not mandatory, hence the differences in the count of obser-
vations.

It is important to demonstrate that survey participants have some demand for funding
for their research since the experiments are irrelevant to any researcher with no demand for
funding (e.g., their only input is their own effort). To illustrate this, Appendix Figure A1
plots the distribution of expected research funding over the five years from the time of survey
forward for each of the four broad scientific fields. This is the sum of guaranteed funding
the researcher has from either prior awards or guaranteed future funding flows plus their
expected fundraising over the same period. The vast majority (>75%) of researchers in each
field have non-zero funding expectations. Furthermore, each distribution shows significant
support over the range studied in the experiments below; research grants are important
across all of science.
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3.2 Addressing potential survey biases

Attention and representativeness

Ideally, our respondents would report all answers truthfully and these responses would reflect
the full population in terms of their preferences over, and responses to, different grant designs.
We can never formally test this, but we can take some steps to investigate the possibility
of inattention and non-response bias and, in the case of non-response bias, possibly account
for it.

As a test of respondents’ attention and their willingness to report truthfully, Myers et al.
(2023) compares respondents’ self-reported salaries to their publicly-reported salaries for
the subset of researchers at institutions that make such data public. The two show a close
degree of alignment with a correlation of about 0.75, and the difference between the self- and
publicly-reported salary is less than 30% for roughly three-quarters of observations.17 This
suggests the vast majority of respondents are responding truthfully along this dimension.

Myers et al. (2023) also reports two comparisons of the population and sample professors
using observable data on institutional funding levels and professor-level grant funding and
publication output. In both cases, the respondent sample is quite similar to the population.
The average difference in funding amounts between the institutions of respondents and non-
respondents is generally in the range of 4–6%, and there are no statistically significant
differences in the grant funding or publication output metrics between the two groups. Some
of these exercises are replicated in Appendix A.2Overall, our respondent sample appears very
similar to the population along many observable dimensions.

Sample selection correction

Despite the overlap in observable data, our respondents may still differ on other unobservable
dimensions. If these unobservable differences are related to our focal parameters of interest
(e.g., researchers preferences over grant designs), this may generate a non-response bias.
To account for this possibility, we implement the sample selection correction approach first
developed by Heckman (1979). This approach makes use of excluded variables that cause
entry into the sample (i.e., completion of our survey), but are plausibly orthogonal to the
parameters of interest.

We generated the variation necessary for this approach with randomized recruitment
strategies. During the recruitment process, we randomly allocated each e-mail to one of four
different incentive arms and one of three different reminder arms. The four incentive arms

17Discrepancies between self- and publicly-reported salaries can be due to a combination of recall error,
inattention, or the time lag between the publicly-reported salary and when the survey was taken.
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were: (1) no incentive, (2) entry into a lottery to win a gift card, (3) the ability to vote for
a set of charities to receive a donation, and (4) both the second and third incentives. The
three reminder arms involved no, one, or two reminders, respectively.

Appendix A.3 reports the effect of the incentives and reminders. We find the stronger
incentives lead to a small increase in completion rates, while the reminders are much more
powerful. Both induce a significant increase in completion rates; the completion rate for re-
searchers that receive no incentives and no reminders is roughly 1.9% whereas the completion
rate for those who receive both incentives and both reminders is roughly 4.5%.

Using the randomized variation from these incentives, combined with the information on
each professor’s rank, institution, and inferred field of study, we then estimated individu-
als’ propensity to complete the survey conditional on being sampled. From these predicted
probabilities, we constructed the inverse mills ratio and include this variable in all regres-
sions. Assuming that that researchers responsiveness to either participation instrument is
orthogonal to a focal parameters, this will control for any unobservable differences (in a focal
parameter) between our sample and the population (Heckman 1979).18

4 Grant design and research strategy

4.1 Theoretical framework

How might grant design affect researchers’ strategies? To begin, it is useful to map the two
focal grant design parameters, money and time, to the two levers that much of the literature
on managing innovation has focused, financial slack and long-term incentives.

In many contexts, financial slack is often operationalized as free cash flow. Here, in the
setting of academic research grants, the clear analogue is the amount of funding. Larger
grants can enable the acquisition of more scientific inputs because funding for one’s research
is quite costly to obtain. Academic researchers spend an average of about 15% of their time
fundraising for their work (Myers et al. 2020), and success rates at major funding agencies
are on the scale of 10–20% (De Vrieze 2017).

Long-term incentives are often operationalized as the duration of employment contracts,
the time-horizon of stock options, or the use of “golden parachutes”. Here, the analogue is
the duration that grant funds are made available. Longer grants can change researchers’
expectations and uncertainty about their future funding, which may have important con-
sequences. For example, Tham (2023) and Tham et al. (2023) show how interruptions to

18Obviously, this approach does sacrifice some potential sample size. But using the full set of reminders
and incentives in all recruitments would have eliminated our ability to implement any correction for potential
non-response bias.
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researchers’ funding expectations can disrupt their spending flows and their ability to retain
skilled labor in their laboratories.

In what follows, we outline the strategic dimensions along which these parameters of
grant design may be instrumental. We don’t take a stance on the social value of any of
these dimensions or the degree to which the private and social value may diverge. Rather,
our goal with the following experiment is to understand the extent to which policymakers
or managers might incentivize particular strategies with particular grant designs.

Long-term incentives, risk-taking, and speed. Principal-agent and multi-tasking
models of innovation predict that long-term reward structures can induce risk-taking (i.e.,
increasing the expected variance of outcomes) at the potential cost of shirking or other forms
of negative selection (Holmstrom 1989; Manso 2011; Hellmann and Thiele 2011; Nanda and
Rhodes-Kropf 2017). This prediction has been confirmed in laboratory experiments (Ederer
and Manso 2013) and observed in natural experiments amongst for-profit firms in R&D-
intensive sectors (Lerner and Wulf 2007; Aghion et al. 2013; Tian and Wang 2014). The
results of Azoulay et al. (2011) are consistent with this prediction where HHMI-funded
scientists (who have longer guaranteed funding arrangements) produce more very-high and
very-low cited publications, which is evidence of a riskier strategy. The extent to which longer
grants might induce risk-taking compared to reducing the speed with which researchers work
is unclear.

Financial slack, exploration, and exploitation. Individuals and organizations that
are financially constrained and face costly external finance are expected to invest less in
novel opportunities that are less related to their prior pursuits (Hall 2002; Brown et al.
2009; Hottenrott and Peters 2012). A recent, clear example of the corollary is Krieger et al.
(2022) who show that when pharmaceutical firms experience cash windfalls they are more
likely to explore novel molecular therapies. Azoulay et al. (2011) is also consistent with this
prediction, finding that the HHMI-funded scientists (who receive larger funding amounts)
are more likely to change the direction of their research. But the extent to which this could
be attributed to their funding levels per se is unclear.

Constraints and replicability. Models of racing in science suggest that the priority
reward structure has the potential to incentivize low-quality pursuits of high-value research
questions (Bryan and Lemus 2017). This sort of competitive pressure appears to be rel-
evant in practice, especially when researchers are financially- or time-constrained, leading
to replication concerns, biased statistical reporting, and low quality experimental designs
(Pashler and Harris 2012; Smaldino and McElreath 2016; Andrews and Kasy 2019; Hill and
Stein 2021; Bryan et al. 2022). There continue to be numerous calls for new institutions and
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incentives to address these issues,19 but whether grants with certain designs may be able to
counteract this pressure remain unclear.

There is certainly heterogeneity across professors in terms of the relevance of grants for
their work, as well as the institutions and incentives that may modulate the effect of grant
designs. In this vein, the thought experiment is designed to be as discipline-agnostic as
possible, and our analyses make full use of modern machine learning techniques to search
for heterogeneous treatment effects.

4.2 Experimental design and summary statistics

We ask researchers how they would change their research strategies if they received some
hypothetical grant, the size and duration of which is randomized. The value and duration
of this hypothetical grant are randomized over {$100,000, $250,000, $500,000, $1,000,000,
$2,000,000} and {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} years, respectively.

If grant attributes can be used to modulate the scientific production function, we should
see researchers systematically changing their strategies when receiving grants with different
designs. To capture this, we present researchers with five possibilities of how they might
change their strategies: “Pursue riskier projects”, “Increase speed”, “Pursue projects less
related to your current work”, “Increase the size of ongoing projects”, and “Increase accuracy
or reliability”. We ask them to select the two most important changes the grant would enable
them to make in their research, requiring two choices to be made.

The first two options (“Pursue riskier projects”, “Increase speed”) are motivated by the
potential relationship between risk-taking (i.e., increasing the expected variance of outcomes)
and pace-of-work underlying the aforementioned principal-agent models of innovation. The
next options (“Pursue projects less related to your current work”, “Increase the size of
ongoing projects”) are motivated by the potential explore-versus-exploit decisions underlying
the aforementioned models of financial constraints. The last option (“Increase accuracy or
reliability”) is motivated by the fact that, while problems with reliability and replication
in science have become increasingly publicized, the extent to which policy levers like grant
designs might be able to address this problem remains unclear.20

Validated, ex-ante measures of strategy in the context of science do not yet exist, but each
of these options are clearly motivated by prior studies of researchers. The obvious limitation
here is that these are subjective descriptions of a subset of all possible strategies researchers
could undertake. Still, the traditional approach of making inferences from researchers’ output

19For example, see this, this, or this commentary and coverage.
20We lack any ground truth with which to validate the descriptions of these strategies; however, their

phrasing was informed by numerous pilot interviews with researchers across a variety of fields.
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Table 2: Summary statistics – strategy thought experiment

count mean sd min max
Randomized elements
Grant duration (years) 4,175 6.06 2.56 2 10
Grant amount ($) 4,175 778,239.52 684,075.23 100,000 2,000,000

Strategic changes {0,1}
Increase speed 4,175 0.36 0.48 0 1
Pursue riskier projects 4,175 0.53 0.50 0 1
Pursue new directions 4,175 0.33 0.47 0 1
Increase size of ongoing projects 4,175 0.61 0.49 0 1
Increase accuracy 4,175 0.17 0.38 0 1

Note: Summary statistics of the two randomized elements of the research strategy thought
experiment, and the respondent’s answers to the question of “What are the two most important
changes this grant would enable you to make in your research?”.

(e.g., publications) have their own set of drawbacks,21 and so we view this approach as a
new, complementary one.

Table 2 reports the summary statistics for the randomized and response variables in this
thought experiment.

4.3 Empirical approach

To explore the effect of grant design on researchers’ probability of choosing a particular
strategy, we estimate five regressions of the form:

Y k
i = hk(Ai, Di,Xi) , (1)

where the Y is an indicator that equals one if strategy k is chosen by the researcher in
response to the randomized grant, the funding amount and duration are A and D, and X is
a vector of covariates solicited elsewhere in the survey (see Appendix A for a full listing of
these covariates and their summary statistics). We explore a range of functional forms of h.
In the simplest scenario, we test only the main effects of the randomized grant amount and
duration and estimate five separate OLS regressions using each of the five indicators as the
dependent variable. In the appendix, we also report results from OLS regressions after using
Lasso to select controls from the rest of the survey data to possibly improve our precision as
well as estimates from a single discrete choice model that jointly estimates how researchers’
propensity to choose a particular strategy depends on grant attributes.

21Those measures are ex-post realizations and may suffer from a truncation bias when failed projects
do not produce observable output. For example, see Franzoni and Stephan (2022) for a discussion of the
difficulties of quantifying risk-taking in science.
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Because we force researchers to choose two of the strategic options, our analyses here are
all focused on relative shifts in the mix of strategies that researchers pursue after receiving
a grant. That is, we are not estimating how researchers’ total scientific output (e.g., pub-
lications) depends on the grant structure. Rather, we assume that researchers are always
undertaking the same fixed “amount of strategy”, and their decision is only about the mix
of strategies to employ — it is purely a directional measure.

For clarity, consider our OLS regression specification:

Y k
i = αk + βk

AAi + βk
DDi + ϵki , (2)

which we estimate for each of the five strategies indexed by k. Written this way, our coef-
ficient estimates (βk

A, β
k
D) will sum to zero across the five models (i.e.,

∑
k β

k
A = 0); again,

we are only estimating how grant design leads to substitution across these options. Positive
values of our coefficients indicate that, as grants get larger or longer, researchers increasingly
prioritize some strategy because, with those additional resources, that strategy has become
marginally more useful to the researcher. Conversely, negative values indicate which strate-
gies researchers substitute away from as grants get larger or longer. Our statistical tests of
the null are therefore tests of whether or not researchers systematically substitute to or away
from particular strategies.

We are particularly interested in the possibility of heterogeneous responses given the id-
iosyncrasies of each researchers’ situation. To do this, we use the causal forests algorithm de-
veloped by Wager and Athey (2018) to estimate conditional average partial effects (CAPEs)
of the grant attributes. This approach yields informative distributions of effects, but do
not directly reveal the features of researchers associated with larger or smaller CAPEs. To
understand the heterogeneity in a more low-dimensional manner, we then use the Best Lin-
ear Projection methodology to test how the CAPEs vary with a select number of covariates
(Chernozhukov et al. 2018b).22

4.4 Results

Table 3 reports our simplest version of the analyses where we conduct five separate OLS
regressions of strategic choice indicators on the grant attributes.23 We report conventional
robust standard errors as well as the family-wise p-values, which adjust for the fact that

22All of these analyses are performed in R using the grf package (Tibshirani et al. 2022).
23Since the independent variables are identical in each regression, estimating each OLS regression sepa-

rately is identical to joint estimation via , for example, seemingly-unrelated-regression approach.
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we are testing ten hypotheses (five outcome variables and two independent variables).24

Appendix B reports the results from a logit choice model that jointly estimates researchers’
propensities to choose each strategy. It more closely reflects the structure of the choice facing
the respondent, but it yields very similar results. Likewise, the post-Lasso OLS regressions
reported there, where covariates are included to potentially improve precision, also show
very similar results. Figure 2 reports the results from using causal forests to estimate the
Conditional Average Partial Effect (CAPE) distributions.25

Three patterns emerge, which we investigate and discuss further in the sub-sections
below. First, we find that larger and longer grants lead researchers to prioritize speed less,
but that such grants can also increase researchers’ willingness to take risks. Second, as grant
size increases, researchers shift their strategic focus towards increasing the size of ongoing
projects and away from pursuing work in new directions. In other words, smaller grants
appear to promote exploration and larger grants appear to promote exploitation. Third,
grant designs appear to have no effect on researchers’ focus on the accuracy of their science.

Table 3: Effect of grant designs on researchers’ strategies

Larger
More New ongoing More

Faster risk directions projects accurate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

log(Duration) –0.056∗∗∗ 0.012 0.008 0.018 0.018
(0.015) (0.016) (0.015) (0.015) (0.011)

log(Amount) –0.025∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗ –0.016∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗ –0.003
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006)

Family–wise p–values
Duration <0.01 0.83 0.85 0.61 0.49
Amount <0.01 0.12 0.12 <0.01 0.85
dep. var. mean 0.36 0.53 0.33 0.61 0.17
N obs. 4,175 4,175 4,175 4,175 4,175

Note: Shows results from OLS regressions where the dependent variables are indicators that
equal one if the strategy listed at the top of the column was chosen as one of the “two most
important changes” that researchers would make in response to receiving a grant of a given
(randomized) size and duration. Robust standard errors shown in parentheses; stars indicate
significance levels using the unadjusted p-values: ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. The
family-wise p-values adjust for the ten hypotheses tested and are based on 10,000 bootstraps
of the free step-down procedure of Westfall and Young (1993).

24We make use of Jones et al.’s (2019) implementation of the free step-down procedure of Westfall and
Young (1993) as codified in their Stata package wyoung.

25The means of each CAPE reported in Figure 2 are approximately equal to the mean effects reported in
Table B.
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Figure 2: Heterogeneous effects of grant designs on researchers’ strategies

(a) Faster (b) More risk

(c) New directions (d) Larger ongoing projects

(e) More accurate

Note: Each panel shows the distribution of the Conditional Average Partial Effects (CAPEs),
which are estimated separately for the two randomized grant attributes using the causal forest
method of Wager and Athey (2018); the CAPE is defined as E[cov[W,Y |X]/var[W |X]], where
W = {log(duration), log(size)}, Y is the dependent variable, and X are the covariates. The
only two distributions that show statistically significant heterogeneity are (1) the effect of grant
duration on risk-taking (p<0.001) in Panel (b), and (2) the effect of grant funding amount on
undertaking new directions (p<0.001) in Panel (c).
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Speed versus risk

The first column of Table 3, clearly shows that larger and longer grants lead to an decreased
emphasis on speed (equivalently, smaller and shorter grants lead to an increased emphasis
on speed). This result is intuitive, but by no means guaranteed given the wide array of time
horizons over which researchers are likely optimizing (e.g., due to the heterogeneity in tenure
status, contract lengths, ages, etc.). The socially optimal pace of science is far from clear
given that there are good reasons both that sciences moves “too fast” (e.g., as in the racing
models of Loury 1979, which has some empirical support from Bryan et al. 2022), and “too
slow” (e.g., as is emphasized by Nanda and Rhodes-Kropf 2017 who study how the provision
of long-term incentives affects the extensive margin of innovation). Still, it does suggest that
grant design is a tool for manipulating researchers’ speed.

The large body of work showing how long-term incentives can induce risk-taking in firms
(Lerner and Wulf 2007; Aghion et al. 2013; Tian and Wang 2014) and the analogous results
of Azoulay et al. (2011) suggest that we should find some increased willingness to take risks
when receiving longer grants. But we do not see an average effect of this sort (see Column
2 of Table 3).

However, the CAPE distribution in Figure 2 Panel (b) clearly shows a large degree of
heterogeneity in researchers’ responsiveness to grant duration with respect to risk-taking.
This particular relationship is one of only two CAPE distributions that represent statisti-
cally significant degrees of heterogeneity. To better understand this heterogeneity, Appendix
B.3 reports the Best Linear Predictors of the CAPEs. The best predictor of researchers’ re-
sponsiveness to grant duration with respect to risk-taking is their tenure status — the effect
of a log-point increase in grant duration on researchers’ willingness to take risks is roughly
10 percentage points larger for tenured professors compared to nontenured professors (com-
pared to statistically insignificant mean effect of 0.01). This suggests that grant duration
may be a useful incentive for risk-taking as the aforementioned theories would suggest, but
only amongst researchers who have the complementary job security, reputation, or resources
associated with tenure. Conversely, nontenured researchers may be facing performance eval-
uations on timescales that render marginal changes in grant duration irrelevant.

This result is consistent with Azoulay et al. (2011), in that their sample consists entirely
of elite researchers who likely already have, or are clearly on a path, to a tenured or de-facto
tenured positions but are still on the younger end of the age spectrum. Our findings help
guide the generalizability of those results and identify the conditions under which researchers
might be incentivized to take risks with longer grants.
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Exploration versus exploitation

Prior work focusing primarily on science in for-profit firms would suggest that an important
mechanism for shifting researchers’ decisions along the explore-exploit axis would be the
size of the grant. Specifically, empirical studies have shown that when firms’ access to
capital increases or they receive a windfall of cash, they undertake more exploratory research
trajectories in new directions (Krieger et al. 2022). We find something close to the opposite.

In our setting, larger grants lead researchers to increase the size of ongoing projects at
the expense of moving in new directions — that is, as funding amounts increase, researchers
shift from using those funds to explore to using them to exploit. Equivalently, as grants get
smaller, researchers are more likely to use those smaller amounts of funds to explore new
directions.

There are many ways this could be rationalized. One rationalization would be that
starting new projects involves high fixed costs due to the scarcity of specialized inputs. That
is, if there are certain inputs that researchers need specifically for the purposes of starting new
projects (e.g., a new postdoc to join their laboratory) and these inputs are scarce enough,
researchers may be forced to commit larger grants to ongoing projects. The net returns
to large investments in new directions may be small because the costs are higher (e.g., it
is worth spending a small amount of money to explore a new direction, but scaling this
new-direction project quickly becomes expensive because of the scarce inputs required). We
return to this idea below when we examine how grant designs influence researchers’ choices
of inputs to acquire with the grant.

Accuracy and reliability

The least popular strategic choice overall is the increase accuracy or reliability option, and
there are no average or heterogeneous effects to suggest that grant design can shift re-
searchers’ choices along this dimension. The importance of preventing and detecting false
positives and negatives in science has come to be appreciated (e.g., Pashler and Harris 2012;
Andrews and Kasy 2019). Our results suggest the reason researchers may be underinvesting
in efforts related to accuracy or reliability is not because they lack the resources to do so,
but is because those efforts are underincentivized in the market for science.

4.5 Grants and input allocations

In the preceding analyses, we find that grant design can affect researchers’ strategies (i.e.,
grant size influencing the choice of new directions versus larger ongoing projects). How much
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of this responsiveness is due to the grants allowing researchers to obtain new inputs for their
work? Or, more generally, how much might grant design influence researchers’ input choices?

A full investigation into such questions is beyond the scope of this paper, but we did
solicit a second set of outcomes in this thought experiment that allow us to estimate how
grants with different designs are used. In the survey, after respondents were asked to report
how their strategies would change in response to receiving the hypothetical grant, we asked
them to report how they would spend those funds across five different input categories: (1)
their own salary; (2) their own training; (3) travel; (4) equipment, data, or supplies; and (5)
salaries or wages for other new or current researchers, students, or staff.

Pilot testing with researchers indicated that soliciting precise allocations across these
categories (e.g., percentage of dollars spent) was an excessive burden and would likely involve
a tremendous amount of uncertainty since most researchers do not have specific knowledge
about input costs. As a lower-burden alternative, we simply asked respondents to indicate
if they would spend “None”, “Some”, or “A lot” of the hypothetical grant funds on each
category. Pilot testing indicated that researchers were much more comfortable with this
format.

To conduct empirical analyses of the responses, we code the three possible responses to
values of 0,1, and 2. Then, we convert these values into shares by dividing each response
by the sum of the responses across all categories (e.g., if a researcher reports “Some” for all
categories, then all categories will receive a 0.2 share of the funding from the hypothetical
grant). As with our analyses of researchers’ strategic responses, we are less concerned with
the precise magnitudes of the effects and instead our focus is on testing whether we can
reject the null in particular directions.

Table 4: Summary statistics — input allocations

count mean sd
Randomized elements
Grant duration (years) 4,175 6.06 2.56
Grant amount ($) 4,175 778,239.52 684,075.23

Input allocation share [0,1]
Own salary 4,175 0.18 0.13
Own training 4,175 0.08 0.10
Travel 4,175 0.18 0.10
Equipment or supplies 4,175 0.21 0.13
Others’ salaries 4,175 0.34 0.14

Note: Summary statistics of the two randomized elements of the research strategy thought
experiment (duplicating the first two rows of Table 2) and respondents’ allocation of funding
amounts across input categories. Input allocation responses are standardized such that input
shares sum to one.
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Table 4 shows the summary statistics for the share of funding that researchers allocate
to each of the five inputs. For simplicity, we report the results from five separate OLS
regressions using the input shares for each category as the dependent variables in Table 5.26

Overall, grant duration has no significant effect on input allocations. But we do find grant
size to have some clear effects.

First, we see that larger grants lead researchers to allocate a greater share of funding
towards both their own salary and their own training. By construction, this increase must
come with a decrease elsewhere, and it appears that almost all of the decrease is occurring in
the “Others’ salaries” category. To be clear, this does not mean that researchers are claiming
to reduce their total spending on this category. Instead, they are indicating that, as grants
get larger in size, a smaller share of the additional funding will be spent on others’ salaries
or wages.

Table 5: Effect of grant designs on researchers’ input allocations

Own Own Equipment Others’
salary training Travel or supplies salaries

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

log(Duration) –0.007∗ 0.000 0.002 –0.001 0.005
(0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)

log(Amount) 0.008∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ –0.001 –0.003 –0.012∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Family–wise p–values
Duration 0.37 0.97 0.93 0.97 0.68
Amount <0.01 <0.01 0.97 0.51 <0.01
dep. var. mean 0.18 0.08 0.18 0.21 0.34
N obs. 4,175 4,175 4,175 4,175 4,175

Note: Shows results from OLS regressions where the dependent variables are the share of the
(randomized) grant that would be allocated to each input category. Robust standard errors
shown in parentheses; stars indicate significance levels using the unadjusted p-values: ∗ p < 0.1,
∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. The family-wise p-values adjust for the ten hypotheses tested and
are based on 10,000 bootstraps of the free step-down procedure of Westfall and Young (1993).

We cannot test whether this shift in allocations is due to supply constraints (e.g., re-
searchers cannot attract additional labor to work with them), or whether this is due to
researchers’ demand for labor shrinking as grant size increases (e.g., their own time is the
main constraint that the increased funding allows them to address).

The fact that we find larger grants increase researchers’ spending shares on themselves
(i.e., via their salary and training) and decrease spending shares on others (e.g., students,

26Unreported results from joint estimation of all choices via a fractional response regressions with a logit
model for the conditional mean yield very similar results.
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staff scientists) while simultaneously increasing the probability of increasing the size of on-
going projects while decreasing their likelihood of pursuing new research directions is quite
interesting. This is consistent with researchers’ teams, their students and staff, being a key
part of helping them explore new research directions.

We lack the variation or data to dig further into this question to disentangle how much
these results are driven by the supply- or demand-side, and we cannot formally connect
specific inputs to specific strategies given the variation in our data.27 Still, recent work has
begun to highlight how the wages and employment outcomes of researchers’ teams can be
influenced by funding shocks (Tham et al. 2023), and continued work on how inputs and
strategies are connected within the scientific production function seems especially promising.

5 Researchers’ preferences

5.1 Empirical model

The prior analyses focused on the identifying the treatment effect(s) of grant design condi-
tional on receiving the grant. Here, our focus is on researchers’ preferences over grant designs
and how, when given freedom to choose which grants to pursue, these preferences may lead to
selection effects that influence the composition of researchers who pursue particular grants.

We assume that each grant g is defined by a pair of parameters (Ag,Dg), which describe
the total dollar amount A of the grant and the duration D of the grant, in terms of how
many years the researcher has access to the funds. Researcher i’s indirect utility from a
grant is:

vi(Ag, Dg) = αiA
γ
gD

1−γ
g , (3)

where αi is a researcher-specific taste shifter and γ is a common parameter that describes
scientists’ relative preference for funding amount versus duration.

To motivate the analyses and arrive at our main regression equation, consider a thought
experiment where each researcher i observes a pair of grants g = (1, 2) where (Ai1, Di1)
and (Di2) are randomly specified by the experimenter. The respondent is asked to report
the value Ai2 that makes them indifferent between the two grants such that v(Ai1, Di1) =

v(Ai2, Di2). We assume that researchers’ responses (Ãi2) are the truth plus i.i.d. noise, such
27It is tempting to devise a two-stage analyses where we test how grant design influences input choices,

and in turn, how these input choices effect strategic choices. However, our randomized grant designs are not
valid instrumental variables because grant design may influence other features of the researchers’ production
functions besides these specific input choices (i.e., we cannot guarantee that the exclusion restriction holds).
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that Ãi2 = Ai2 + ϵi. This allows us to write:

γ log(Ai1) + (1− γ) log(Di1) = γ log(Ãi2 − ϵi) + (1− γ) log(Di2) . (4)

We obtain our main estimating equation by solving Equation 4 for Ãi2:

Ãi2 =
Ai1

exp
(

1−γ
γ

log
(

Di2

Di1

)) + ϵi , (5)

which we estimate via non-linear least squares.28

Equation 3 is a reduced form representation of a more complex model of researchers’
production and consumption decisions detailed in Appendix C. Comparative statics derived
from stylized simplifications of that model illustrate how the γ parameter should be related
to five key features: (1) the capital intensity of a researchers’ work (i.e., their returns to scale
with respect to funding), where more capital intensive researchers should have a larger γ; (2)
the ease with which the researcher can acquire additional funding through other means (i.e.,
their fundraising productivity), where researchers more capable at obtaining funding should
have a larger γ; (3) researchers’ risk aversion, where more risk-averse researchers should
have a smaller γ; (4) the discount rate, where researchers that discount future periods more
should have a larger γ; and (5) researchers’ direct utility from grant funding (e.g., in the
form of salary buyout), which should be increase in γ. These are the dimensions along which
we may see heterogeneity across researchers that would signal the importance of selection
effects induced by grant designs.

5.2 Thought experiment

To generate the data necessary to estimate Equation 5, we present respondents with a
hypothetical scenario where an anonymous donor would like to award the researcher with a
single research grant. The donor presents the researcher two options: Grant #1 and Grant
#2, where the first is set to be shorter than the second. The amount of Grant #1 is shown,
but the amount of Grant #2 is not. The respondent is then asked to state the funding
amount of Grant #2 that would make them indifferent between both grants.29

28Note that the design of this grant is designed to be uncorrelated with the design of the hypothetical
grant in the first thought experiment. Amongst the pairwise correlations of the two grant attributes in
the first thought experiment and the three attributes in this thought experiment, the absolute value of any
correlation is never larger than 0.03.

29Text in the survey also indicates to the respondent that all funding associated with the grant would be
awarded immediately, but only could be used within the time-frame specified. Furthermore, no so-called
“no-cost extensions” of the grant would be considered and all unused funds would expire after the duration
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Table 6: Summary statistics – grant indifference thought experiment

count mean sd min max
Randommized elements
Grant #1: Duration (years) 4,175 3.5 1.1 2 5
Grant #1: Amount ($) 4,175 781,904.2 690,313.1 100,000 2,000,000
Grant #2: Duration (years) 4,175 8.0 1.4 6 10

Researcher’s response at indifference
Grant #2: Amount ($) 4,175 607,129.1 584,626.5 10,000 2,000,000

Note: Summary statistics of the randomized elements of, and response to, the grant preferences
thought experiment.

All features shown are randomized. The amount of Grant #1 is a uniform random draw
from {$100,000, $250,000, $500,000, $1,000,000, $2,000,000}. The duration of Grants #1
and #2 are uniform random draws from {2, 3, 4, 5} and {6, 7, 8, 9, 10} years, respectively.
Table 6 reports the summary statistics for the four key variables related to this thought
experiment. The randomized elements have the expected statistics (e.g., the mean of the
variables are approximately equal the mean of the distributions from which they’re drawn).

Table 6 also starts to illustrate the degree to which researchers are willing to trade off
funding amount and duration. With Grant #2 being 4.5 years longer than Grant #1 on
average, researchers report that they would be indifferent between both grants if Grant #2 is
roughly $165,000 smaller. This suggests researchers would be willing to trade approximately
$35,000 per year gained on a grant. Below, we report the marginal rates of substitution
based on our estimation of the formal model of researchers’ utility.

5.3 Results

Table 7 reports our estimates of γ obtained by estimating Equation 5 via non-linear least
squares. In the full sample (Col. 1), we estimate γ to be 0.77, which implies a marginal rate
of substitution of approximately $57,000 per year at the means of the Grant #1 distribution.
Relatively speaking, dollars appear to be three and a half times as important as duration in
the context of grant design.

Columns (2–4) of Table 7 drop small portions of the sample that appear to be those most
willing to trade size for duration in order to test the sensitivity of our results to outliers.
Excluding the 1–10 percent of the most responsive researchers yields γ estimates in the range
of 0.78–0.85, which imply marginal rates of substitution of approximately $53,000-35,000 per
additional year of grant duration. These are small amounts relative to the size of the grants,

of the grant.
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Table 7: Researchers’ willingness to trade off grant funding amount and duration

(1) (2) (3) (4)

γ 0.767∗∗∗ 0.779∗∗∗ 0.817∗∗∗ 0.848∗∗∗
(0.00698) (0.00676) (0.00592) (0.00533)

Marginal rate 57,375 53,869 42,862 34,420
of substitution [7.3%] [6.9%] [5.5%] [4.4%]

Excl. above ptile. 99th 95th 90th
N obs. 4,175 4,134 3,978 3,777

Note: Reports results from estimating Eq. 5 using alternative samples; larger γ values reflect
a stronger taste for funding amount compared to duration; marginal rate of substitution ($
per year) is reported at the means and is shown in brackets as a percentage of average funding
amount; the “Excl. above ptile.” samples drop responses where (Ai1 − Ãi2)/Ai1 is at or above
the reported percentile; robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗

p < 0.01.

roughly 4-7%.
Appendix C.1 includes an alternative version of Table 7 that reports the coefficient on

the sample selection correction control (i.e., the standardized Inverse Mills Ratio). In all
cases the control is not significant at conventional levels, and the magnitude is small.30 This
suggests that our sample is not comprised of individuals with especially high or low γ values
compared to the population.

To visualize the magnitudes implied by our estimates, Figure 3 plots the indifference
curves over the support of the experimental variation. The plot illustrates how, for grants
less than roughly $500,000, researchers are relatively unwilling to sacrifice any of those funds
to extend the duration of the grant. Once grant sizes extend beyond $1,000,000, this tradeoff
becomes more meaningful.

Appendix C.5 reports results from an alternative specification of the researchers’ utility
function that does not assume the constant-returns-to-scale assumption of Equation 3. This
is done by leveraging another component of the survey, which we detail further in the Ap-
pendix. In this alternative specification, we can estimate a separate parameter for both size
and duration preferences. Still, we find that the relative value researchers place on funding
amount versus duration is very similar to the estimates obtained using our main specification
shown above.

30We find that a one standard deviation increase in the control is associated with a 1% increase in the
respondent’s answer to the thought experiment compared to the sample mean.
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Figure 3: Grant design indifference curves

Note: Plots indifference curves over the support of the variation in the duration and size of
the hypothetical research grants considered by respondents; based on the preferred γ estimate
(Table 7, Col. 1).

Heterogeneous preferences

As discussed previously, we expect the researchers who have the strongest preference for
money versus time (larger γ) to be those that discount the future at higher rates, are capital-
intensive, receive more direct utility from grants, are less risk averse, and can more easily
access research funding.

Appendix C.4 contains the results from regressions where we split the sample along these
five dimensions, using either direct or proxy measures, and estimate separate γ parameters
within sub-samples. In each case, we find results that align with the predictions. Appendix
C.4 also reports on more tests of heterogeneity in γ across other dimensions including field
of study and tenure status. Notably, the variation across these dimensions is often smaller
than what we observe across the five dimensions motivated by our intuitive theory.

We can obtain some sense of the aggregate amount of heterogeneity in the sample. To do
so, we construct a summary metric that is the sum of these five variables (after standardizing
each variable), which we construct in a way that larger values should correspond to a stronger
preference for money over time. We then split the sample into five equal groups using the
quintiles of this summary metric and estimate a γ for each sub-sample.

The results of this exercise are shown in Table 8, which indicates that the range of γ in
our sample spans (at least) from 0.7 to 0.8. This corresponds to roughly a 40% difference
in the marginal rate of substitution across the full sample – there are some researchers who
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value money over time nearly twice as much as others, and our stylized theory of scientific
production provides some guidance as to which researchers will have stronger preferences for
larger or longer grants.

Table 8: Heterogeneity in the amount-duration tradeoff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

γ 0.725∗∗∗ 0.750∗∗∗ 0.751∗∗∗ 0.801∗∗∗ 0.814∗∗∗
(0.0146) (0.0161) (0.0170) (0.0152) (0.0142)

m.r.s. 70,980 62,846 62,473 47,162 43,719
[9.1%] [8.0%] [8.0%] [6.0%] [5.6%]

N obs. 835 835 835 835 835
Sub-sample 1 2 3 4 5

low ← age → high
low ← capital intensity → high
low ← soft money share → high
low ← risk tolerance → high
low ← fundraising productivity → high

Note: Larger γ values reflect a stronger taste for grant size compared to duration; (m.r.s.)
marginal rate of substitution ($ per year) is reported at the means and is shown as a percentage
of average grant size in brackets; robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01. The “sub-sample” row refers to the quintiles of the heterogeneity metric, which
is the sum of the five standardized variables hypothesized to influence researchers’ preferences
as illustrated at the bottom of the table.

5.4 Funders’ preferences

How well are funders’ preferences for grant designs aligned with researchers’? Having funders
undertake a thought experiment such as the one described above is not feasible. However,
we can get an initial sense of funders’ preferences from the following two exercises: (1) a
case study of a unique grant program at the NIH that undertook the tradeoff of grant size
and duration, and (2) an analysis of the realized grant distribution (as shown in Figure 1).

Case study: The “Maximizing Investigators’ Research Award”

As noted in our introduction, in 2015 the National Institute of General Medical Sciences
at the NIH introduced the Maximizing Investigators’ Research Awards (MIRA) program to
provide grants that were longer than the traditional grants that dominate their budget, but
included limitations on the total amount of funding researchers could receive. The program
was described as providing “award levels somewhat lower than current support in return for
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increased award length, stability, flexibility, and reduced administrative burden” compared
to the traditional research project grant mechanisms.31

The complex way in which the program was implemented limits our ability to conduct
any formal analyses. But summary statistics reported by the NIH and survey data from a
reputable third party suggest that the program offered researchers funding for approximately
30% longer and reduced their total funding level over that period by 10–20%.32 These
magnitudes imply a γMIRA of approximately 0.6–0.75, which is about 15% smaller than the
same parameter for researchers and implies the NIH is more willing to trade off size for
duration.

The MIRA program is still in its early stages, but preliminary feedback indicated a mixed
response with some researchers claiming they were “happy to trade less funding for more
stability of funding and more flexibility to pursue new research directions,’’ while others noted
that the reductions in the grant size “might be too severe for labs to be able to continue
doing their science at the current level, and that people might have to be laid off.’’33 These
quotes are consistent with the relative difference between the γMIRA implied by the program
design and the γ we estimate for our sample.

Analysis of realized grant design distribution

We can make some inferences about funders’ preferences more generally based on the ob-
served distribution of grant designs shown in Figure 1. Appendix D details an exercise that
treats all funders as a multi-product monopolist facing inelastic demand from researchers.
In this case, just as changes in a monopolists prices reflects changes in marginal costs, the
variation in the number of grants of different designs reflects the “aggregate funder’s” relative
preference for awarding grants of different amount and duration.

This revealed preference approach yields an estimate of γfunder ≈ 0.4. Intuitively, we
should expect funders to be rather willing to trade off grant amount for duration since there
are much tighter constraints on their annual budgets compared to the constraints on their
time horizons. More importantly, this exercise suggests that funders are currently providing
researchers with a much more “long-short” set of grant opportunities than the researchers
would prefer. Perhaps this is why most of the effects of grant designs on researchers’ strategies
seen in Section 4 (i.e., Table 3) are driven by variation in funding amounts as opposed to
duration. Whether the effects of grant design would be different in alternative equilibria
(e.g., in other populations such as academic institutions in Europe, which have very different

31See this FAQ by the NIH.
32The funding duration changes are based on estimates reported by the NIH here. The funding level

changes are based on estimates reported by the Genetics Society of America here.
33See this commentary by the Genetics Society of America for more.
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structures, or developing countries, which have very different levels of inputs) is an interesting
open question.

6 Discussion
Understanding how grant design can be used to manage science requires understanding the
incentives and institutions that transform inputs and outputs into objects that researchers
value (e.g., job security, salary, prestige). Practical examples of such factors include re-
searchers’ taste for science (Stern 2004; Roach and Sauermann 2010), the tenure process and
output measurement schemes (MacLeod and Urquiola 2020), intellectual property regimes
(Hvide and Jones 2018), the nature of competition within fields (Hill and Stein 2019), gate-
keeping (Azoulay et al. 2019a), and other social factors more generally (Shapin 1995). Our
analyses provide new insights about grant designs given the incentives and institutions sur-
rounding researchers. We investigate both the treatment and selection effects that can be
induced by grants with different designs.

Grants appear to affect researchers’ strategies in some intuitive and some counter-intuitive
ways. As predicted by prior theories, longer grants increase researchers’ plans to take risks in
their work, but only if the researcher has the job security of tenure. This finding aligns with
the work of Azoulay et al. (2011), but provides new evidence as to some important boundary
conditions. Furthermore, these longer grants reduce all researchers’ focus on speed. More
work remains to be done on the connection between these two strategies and its implications
for optimal grant design.34

In contrast to conventional theory, we find that larger grants promote more “exploit”
strategies and smaller grants promote more “explore” strategies. This may be partly driven
by the subjective nature of our definitions of strategy. But it may also signal some unique
features of the scientific production function that have not yet received much attention.
We can rationalize this result either with a model of uncertain production by risk-averse
researchers, or with a scarcity of inputs that are especially productive when starting new
projects. Further work to estimate the supply of, demand for, and productivity of specific
scientific inputs (e.g., graduate student labor, data, equipment) is certainly an important
avenue for future work and is increasingly becoming possible using linked administrative
data (e.g., Lane et al. 2015; Chang et al. 2019).

When scaled to reflect the degree of grant design variation we see in practice, these treat-
34See Nanda and Rhodes-Kropf (2017) for a discussion of how alternative innovation policies can influence

the types of projects funders are willing to support, and the importance of understanding how this selection
process influences the extensive margin.
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ment effects are small. In the example of the NIH’s use of MIRA grants versus traditional
R01 grants (where the MIRA grant is roughly 15% smaller and 30% longer than the R01
grant), our estimates imply that receiving one or the other would only change researchers’
probabilities of choosing certain strategies by about 1 percentage point. But these (small)
treatment effects are not the full story.

Since the vast majority of grants require researchers to self-select their grant pursuits,
the usefulness of grant designs depends both on these treatment effects as well as the pres-
ence of any selection effects — grant designs may change the number and composition of
researchers who pursue them. To this point, our second thought experiment sheds new light
on researchers’ preferences over grant design. Our results indicate that while there is some
willingness by researchers to tradeoff grant size (total grant $) for duration (years grant $
are available), they value relative changes in size nearly four times as much as changes in
duration. The γ parameter we estimate subsumes several structural parameters, and our
heterogeneity analyses indicate there is some significant variation in preferences across re-
searchers. Disentangling this heterogeneity further to better understand selection effects
would require a much richer model and more complicated experiments. For example, we
use age as a proxy for researchers discount rates, but it would be important to disentangle
researchers’ actual discount rates versus dynamic incentives they face (e.g., due to career
concerns) over their life-cycle. Overall, our results from this second thought experiment in-
dicate that the selection effects of grant design and how they might influence the composition
of researchers in an area are likely more important than the treatment effect of how those
grant designs might influence how researchers conduct their science.

A key limitation of this paper is that we rely on non-incentivized stated preferences from
a small sample of researchers. As noted by Stantcheva (2022), this allows us to “create our
own variation” and measure variables that are difficult or impossible to observe in existing
datasets (e.g. bibliometric data). Nonetheless, this comes at the cost of having to assume
that these stated preferences are informative about actual behavior and that our sample is
representative of the population. Our investigations into respondents’ attention and accuracy
(using salary comparisons) and their representativeness (using data comparisons and sample
selection correction techniques) suggest that these issues may not loom large in this specific
survey. Our results indicate that grants can be instrumental, and that the large costs of field
experiments with stronger guarantees of representativeness may be worth the investment to
better understand how grant design can be used to manage science.

More generally, it is still clear that grants are a key tool for public investments in sci-
ence (Azoulay et al. 2019b), can have important effects on the research workforce (Tham
et al. 2023), and, if large enough, can be used to influence researchers’ scientific directions
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(Myers 2020) even if they may not have large effects on how researchers pursue those new
directions. Recent evidence has highlighted the interaction of public and private funding
of science (Babina et al. 2023), which introduces more dimensions of funding arrangements
(e.g., intellectual property, control rights) that may play an important role in influencing
researchers’ decisions.
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Appendices

.

A Additional summary statistics

A.1 Full summary statistics for covariates

Tables A1-A2 report the mean and standard deviation for all variables ever used in the
analyses. If the count of observations is less than the full sample (4,175), it is because
respondents were not required to answer the question and some chose not to — this only is
relevant for the socio-demographic questions. Figure A1 plots the distribution of expected
research funding across the five broad fields to illustrate the pervasiveness of demand for
research grants.

Figure A1: Expected research funding by broad field

(a) Engineering, math, & related (b) Humanities & related (c) Medical & health sciences

(d) Natural sciences (e) Social sciences

Note: Shows the within-field distributions of researchers’ total expected research funding over
the next five years, which is the sum of existing funding and expected fundraising amounts
over the same period.

A.2 Population and sample comparisons

Here we replicate the two tests of representativeness for the survey as also done in Myers
et al. (2023). First, A2 shows this comparison based on data from the National Science



Table A1: Full summary statistics for covariates

count mean sd
Professional

Rank {0,1}
Adjunct, clinical, teaching, other 4,175 0.06 0.23
Assistant 4,175 0.25 0.44
Associate 4,175 0.25 0.43
Emeritus or retired 4,175 0.03 0.17
Full 4,175 0.41 0.49

Tenure {0,1}
Not on tenure track, not applicable 4,175 0.20 0.40
On tenure track, pre-tenure 4,175 0.22 0.41
Tenured 4,175 0.59 0.49

Salary
Base 4,175 120,649.10 79,692.66
Grant-sponsored or 4,175 25,336.53 45,407.18
Supplementary 4,175 5,142.51 16,566.07
Clinical 4,175 5,692.22 37,375.73
Outside activities 4,175 7,798.80 29,703.94
Guaranteed research funding 4,175 430,699.40 1,085,486.21
Research fundraising expectations 4,175 549,238.32 1,055,926.36
Total work hrs./week 4,175 49.88 13.06

Share of work time [0,1]
Research 4,175 0.39 0.20
Fundraising 4,175 0.09 0.11
Teaching 4,175 0.27 0.17
Administration 4,175 0.15 0.14
Clinical 4,175 0.04 0.14
Other 4,175 0.06 0.09

Aggregate field [0,1]
Humanities 4,175 0.17 0.37
Medical & health 4,175 0.19 0.39
Natural 4,175 0.28 0.45
Social & mathematical 4,175 0.16 0.36

Foundation’s HERD survey (National Science Foundation 2023), which reports institutional-
level data on the total amount of funding flows into all of the institutions in our population
(recall, our population was constructed using the HERD, which is why this data is available
for the full population).

Figure A2 reports the distributions and regression tests for mean differences in six metrics
of institution-level research funding that compare respondents to the full set of researchers
invited to participate (“Sample e-mailed”). The distributions overlap to a large degree (see
Panel a). We do estimate statistically significant differences in means (see Panel b), but the
magnitudes of these differences are all in the range of approximately 4–6%.

Figure A3 reports the results of a similar exercise, instead using individual-level data on
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Table A2: Full summary statistics for covariates, continued

count mean sd
Socio-demographic

Age 4,084 49.31 12.52
Female {0,1} 3,992 0.41 0.49
Married or in partnership {0,1} 4,044 0.84 0.36
U.S. immigrant {0,1} 4,088 0.27 0.44
3rd generation in U.S. or less {0,1} 2,848 0.44 0.50
Household annual income 4,045 260,819.53 215,128.41
Num. household dependents 4,104 0.98 1.13

Race/ethnicity {0,1}
Asian 4,175 0.12 0.33
Black 4,175 0.03 0.17
Hispanic 4,175 0.06 0.23
White 4,175 0.78 0.42
Other 4,175 0.05 0.22

Risk-taking

Research, own belief 4,175 4.63 2.35
Research, others’ belief 4,175 4.56 2.40
Personal life 4,175 5.25 2.12

Research

Objective: ask or answer questions [0,10] 4,175 4.85 2.57

Output {0,1,2}
Journal articles 4,175 1.87 0.37
Books 4,175 0.52 0.69
Materials, methods, or tools 4,175 0.70 0.68
Products 4,175 0.47 0.64

Audience {0,1,2}
Academics 4,175 1.88 0.36
Policymakers 4,175 0.84 0.69
Businesses and orgs. 4,175 0.54 0.62
General public 4,175 0.83 0.62

Other

Inverse Mills Ratio 4,175 2.40 0.10
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Figure A2: Recruitment versus completion sample comparison per HERD metrics

(a) Distributions per HERD R&D measures

(b) Regression estimates of mean differences

All sources, by type All types, by source
All Federal Non–fed. Basic Applied Develop.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Completed survey –35.01∗∗∗ –21.30∗∗∗ –13.71∗∗∗ –24.31∗∗∗ –7.170∗∗∗ –3.812∗∗∗
(6.953) (4.511) (3.062) (4.867) (2.492) (1.328)

Constant 649.1∗∗∗ 351.7∗∗∗ 297.4∗∗∗ 413.2∗∗∗ 176.7∗∗∗ 60.46∗∗∗
(1.308) (0.863) (0.578) (0.917) (0.459) (0.254)

% diff. –5.4% –6.1% –4.6% –5.9% –4.1% –6.3%
N obs. 130,785 130,785 130,785 130,785 130,735 128,169

Note: Panel (a) compares the distributions of e-mailed professors and respondents per the rank
of their institution along each dimension of R&D funding. Panel (b) reports estimates from a
regression of each sampled professor’s institutional R&D funding (in 2019 $-M) on a dummy
for whether the sampled individual completed the survey; the “% diff.” row reports the mean
difference in the measure as a percentage of the non-respondent average (i.e., it is the ratio of
the two coefficients); robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
All institutional data is from the 2019 NSF HERD (National Science Foundation 2023).
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researchers’ publication output and grant receipts. This data was obtained by performing
a fuzzy match of our population (i.e., using names and institution data) to the Dimensions
database (Digital Science 2018), which includes disambiguated researcher-level records. We
focus on researchers’ publications and grants during the twenty years prior (2003-2022) and
see very little differences between our respondents and the full set of individuals invited to
the survey. The distributions have strong overlap over the full support (see Panel a), and
the mean differences are all insignificant and/or smaller than 7.5%.

A.3 Randomized incentives

In order to implement the sample selection correction methods of Heckman (1979), we must
have a source of variation in survey participation that is uncorrelated with any of the focal
parameters. With such variation in hand, a control function can be constructed and included
in the focal regressions to condition on any variation in respondents’ answers that otherwise
would have been unobservable, endogenous, and led to biased estimates. Furthermore, the
statistical significance of this control function can shed light on the degree to which selection
into the survey on (relevant endogenous) unobservables may have occurred.

To generate the necessary variation in participation, we implemented randomized in-
centives and reminders in our e-mail strategy. Each e-mail was randomly assigned to (1)
one of four incentive arms comprising a gift card lottery or a donation on the respondents’
behalf to a charity of their choice, and (2) one of three reminder schedules including zero,
one, or two reminders. Figure A4a shows the raw data and statistical tests of the effects of
these arms (aggregating the incentive arms in Panel a, and assuming linear separability of
the treatments in the regressions shown in Panel b). There are clear effects, with the “most
treated” invites (i.e., both incentives and two reminders) increasing the probability of survey
participation by roughly 2.7 percentage points to roughly 4.5%, yielding an average response
rate roughly more than twice as large as the “least treated” invites (i.e., no reminders and
no incentives) whose response rate was 1.9%.
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Figure A3: Recruitment versus completion sample comparison per Dimensions metrics

(a) Distributions per Dimensions publications and grants

(b) Regression estimates of mean differences

Pub., Pub. cites, Grant, Grant,
count normalized count total $

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Completed survey –0.111 –0.575 0.00878∗∗ –5568.8

(0.0688) (0.807) (0.00343) (8519.4)

Constant 2.906∗∗∗ 20.59∗∗∗ 0.117∗∗∗ 121272.4∗∗∗
(0.0158) (0.185) (0.000715) (2093.0)

% diff. –3.8% –2.8% 7.5% –4.6%
N obs. 87,000 87,000 87,000 87,000

Note: Panel (a) compares the distributions of e-mailed professors and respondents per each
dimension of individual-level publication output and grant funding per year (2003–2022). Panel
(b) reports estimates from a regression of each sampled professor’s publication or grant metric
on a dummy for whether the sampled individual completed the survey; the “% diff.” row reports
the mean difference in the measure as a percentage of the non-respondent average (i.e., it is
the ratio of the two coefficients); robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01. All publication and grant data is from the Dimensions database (Digital Science
2018).
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Figure A4: Completion rate by incentive and reminder arms

(a) Raw data (b) Regression estimates

Either incentive 0.00297∗∗
(0.00117)

Both incentives 0.00797∗∗∗
(0.00141)

1 reminder 0.0112∗∗∗
(0.00114)

2 reminders 0.0188∗∗∗
(0.00119)

Constant 0.0197∗∗∗
(0.00107)

N obs. 131,672

Note: Panel (a) shows the average completion rate by each combination of incentive and
reminder arm; Panel (b) shows estimates from a linear probability model of completion as
a function of incentives and reminders; robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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B Additional results on strategic responses to grants

B.1 Main results on strategic responses, reporting sample selec-
tion correction estimates

Table B1 replicates the results from the same analyses as reported in Table 3, but here also
reporting the coefficient estimates associated with the Inverse Mills Ratio (IMR) covariate
and the constant term. In all cases, we do not reject the null hypothesis of no sample selection
effects with none of the IMR coefficients being significantly different from zero (Heckman
1979). The strong effects of the participation incentives and reminders reported in Section
A.3 suggests that the IMR control is valid in the sense that there is non-trivial variation
in the IMR driven by those randomized incentives and reminders. We still cannot rule out
that there are no other unobservable dimensions of heterogeneity that are both correlated
with researchers’ responsiveness to either the incentives or the reminders as well as our focal
parameters (i.e., researchers’ strategic responsiveness to grant designs). However, we have
no qualitative, theoretical, or other empirical reason to suggest any specific sources of such
lingering selection that we could investigate further.

Table B1: Effect of grant designs on researchers’ strategies, reporting sample selection
coefficient

Larger
More New ongoing More

Faster risk directions projects accurate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

log(Duration) –0.056∗∗∗ 0.012 0.008 0.018 0.018
(0.015) (0.016) (0.015) (0.015) (0.011)

log(Amount) –0.025∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗ –0.016∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗ –0.003
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006)

IMR –0.008 0.003 0.010 –0.005 0.000
(0.007) (0.008) (0.007) (0.008) (0.006)

Constant 0.776∗∗∗ 0.285∗∗∗ 0.533∗∗∗ 0.228∗∗ 0.178∗∗
(0.097) (0.101) (0.095) (0.099) (0.077)

dep. var. mean 0.36 0.53 0.33 0.61 0.17
N obs. 4,175 4,175 4,175 4,175 4,175

Note: Shows results from OLS regressions where the dependent variables are indicators that
equal one if the strategy listed at the top of the column was chosen as one of the “two most
important changes” that researchers would make in response to receiving a grant of a given
(randomized) size and duration. The IMR row reports the coefficient on the standardized
Inverse Mills Ratio. Robust standard errors shown in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗

p < 0.01.
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B.2 Joint estimation of strategic responses

In the main text, we estimate separate five separate OLS models where we regress an in-
dicator variable for whether the researcher chose each strategy on the (randomized) grant
attributes they were provided with. This approach abstracts away from the fact that the re-
searcher is effectively making a single, discrete choice decision about which pair of strategies
to select.35 To more closely model the structure of this problem, we can convert our data
into researcher (i) by strategy (j) level observations and estimate a logit model of the form:

Pr(Strategy changeij = 1 |Di, Ai, Xi) =
exp(log(Di)β

D
j + log(Ai)β

A
j +Xδ)

1 + exp(log(Di)βD
j + log(Ai)βA

j +Xδ)
, (B1)

which allows the effect of the grant attributes to depend on the strategy being considered.
Now, instead of five OLS regressions, we have a single logit regression. Table B2 reports the
results of estimating Equation B1 either without any covariates (Col. 1) or by using cross-fit
partialing-out Lasso to select and include some covariates (Col. 2) per Chernozhukov et al.
(2018a). In both cases, the results mirror those of our simpler, OLS-based approach shown
in the main text.

B.3 Best Linear Predictors of heterogeneity

Figure 2 in the main text indicates some notable heterogeneity in researchers’ responsiveness
to grant designs. Those plots of the individual-level Conditional Average Partial Effects
(CAPEs) are all based on the high-dimensional vector of covariates included in the causal
forests (see Tables A1-A2 for the full list of those covariates).

To better understand the sources of that heterogeneity in a more low-dimensional way,
Figure B1 reports some of the Best Linear Predictors of the CAPEs (Semenova and Cher-
nozhukov 2021). Loosely speaking, the Best Linear Predictor approach regresses an individ-
ual’s CAPE on some covariate in order to test how the CAPE covaries with that observable,
effectively testing whether that covariate mediates the focal causal effect. To do this, we
make use of the best_linear_projection function within the grf package (Tibshirani et al.
(2022)).

There is no systematic way for choosing which observables to test here, so Figure B1
reports only any observable which yields a p-value in a univariate regression of less than
0.01. The “Univariate coefficient” reported is in standard deviation units and relative to
the mean CAPE (i.e., the mean treatment effect). Thus, a univariate coefficient of 0.1 for

35Recall, the researcher is told they have received some grant and are asked to choose the “top 2” most
important changes to their research the grant would enable.
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Table B2: Logit model of strategy changes in response to grant design

(1) (2)

More risk
× log(Duration) 0.048 0.050

(0.062) (0.063)
× log(Amount) 0.069∗∗ 0.069∗∗

(0.030) (0.030)
Faster
× log(Duration) –0.239∗∗∗ –0.243∗∗∗

(0.065) (0.065)
× log(Amount) –0.107∗∗∗ –0.104∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.031)
New direction
× log(Duration) 0.034 0.043

(0.066) (0.067)
× log(Amount) –0.073∗∗ –0.079∗∗

(0.031) (0.032)
Ongoing bigger
× log(Duration) 0.078 0.083

(0.063) (0.064)
× log(Amount) 0.111∗∗∗ 0.117∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.031)
More accurate
× log(Duration) 0.125 0.122

(0.082) (0.083)
× log(Amount) –0.019 –0.019

(0.040) (0.040)
L(X) Y
Ni obs. 4,175 4,175
Nij obs. 20,875 20,875

Note: Reports the estimates of βD
j and βS

j for each of the strategic options (indexed by j)
per Eq. B1. Col. 1 includes no covariates and Col. 2 includes any Lasso selected covariates.
Robust standard errors shown in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Humanities would indicate that the effect of the grant attribute on the focal strategy is 0.1
larger for researchers in that field compared to the rest of the sample.

Figure B1: Univariate Best Linear Predictors of heterogeneous treatment effects

(a) Faster

Univar.
coef.

Size
Outputs: Books –0.021∗∗∗

Duration
n/a

(b) More risk

Univar.
coef.

Size
n/a

Duration
Tenured 0.087∗∗∗

Not on tenure-track –0.101∗∗∗

(c) New directions

Univar.
coef.

Size
Outputs: Books 0.021∗∗∗

Duration
n/a

(d) Larger ongoing projects

Univar.
coef.

Size
n/a

Duration
Outputs: Products 0.039∗∗∗

(e) More accurate

Univar.
coef.

Size
n/a

Duration
n/a

Note: Reports the results from univariate Best Linear Predictors (BLP) regressions of the
Conditional Average Partial Effects (CAPEs) on aggregate field indicators as well as other
select covariates; only variables with univariate coefficient p-values of 0.01 or less are shown;
“n/a” indicates that no covariates had p-values less than 0.01 in the BLP regressions. The
mean effects are reported in Table 3. Robust standard errors, which account for the fact that
the CAPEs are estimated objects, shown in parentheses; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

B.4 Alternative estimation of heterogeneity

In the main analyses, we estimate researchers’ heterogeneous strategic responses to grant de-
sign using the causal forest method of Wager and Athey (2018). That approach is appealing
because it allows for the estimation of unit-specific partial effects. However, in order to ob-
tain a lower-dimensional understanding of what covariates are influencing the heterogeneity
captured by the random forest, we must ex-post select variables of interest.

An alternative approach is to directly focus on identifying treatment-covariate interaction
terms that are “important” with the use of machine learning tools such as the lasso. Here, we
follow an algorithm inspired by the approaches of Imai and Ratkovic (2013) and Blackwell
and Olson (2022) that uses two stages of lassos. The algorithm is as follows:
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1. Generate interaction terms between each randomized grant attributes (amount A and
duration D) and all covariates X

2. Perform a lasso regression of a given dependent variable on (A,D,A×X, D ×X,X);
let L1

A,D,X denote the subset of attribute-covariate interaction terms selected in this
step, i.e., from the possible set (A×X, D ×X)

3. Perform a cross-fit partialing-out lasso linear regression of a given dependent variable
on (A,D,L1

A,D,X) using X as the set of high-dimensional controls (Chernozhukov et al.
2015)

This approach relies on a separate penalty parameter to be used in the selection of interaction
terms (Step 2.) and in the selection of covariates (Step 3.) as suggested by Imai and Ratkovic
(2013). And by using a post-selection inference method (Chernozhukov et al. 2015), we are
attempting to avoid regularization biases as noted by Blackwell and Olson (2022).

Table B3 reports the results from this alternative approach. Overall, the results are
consistent with the random forests approach. Notably, tenure status is again observed to be
a clear moderator of the effect of grant duration on risk-taking. The main effect estimates
also align with our other estimation approach.

B.5 Effects at the limits of grant design

To get a sense of the limits grant designs, Figure B2 plots the predicted choice probabilities
for each strategy given designs at the limits of the dollar amount and duration explored in
the thought experiment. These predicted probabilities are based on the point estimates from
the logistic regression model. Thus, they are “generous” in that we do not force any point
estimates that do not reject the null (per their standard errors) to zero.

We find that a “MIRA-sized change in grant design” (i.e., an additional 30% in duration
and a 15% decline in amount) leads to no more than a 1 p.p. change in the probability of any
strategy being chosen. Using the full support of grant designs from the thought experiment,
the point estimates and confidence intervals indicate that it takes a tremendous amount of
differences in grant design (i.e., plus or minus approximately $2 million and/or 8 years) to
change choice probabilities by an amount that could reasonably be considered meaningful
(i.e, approximately 10 p.p.). For comparison, $2 million is an order of magnitude larger than
the median funding expectations of professors in the sample, and 8 years is roughly 3 times
the average duration of non-tenure-track professors contracts (approximately 2.5 years) and
the average amount of time before a pre-tenure professor’s tenure evaluation (approximately
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Table B3: Heterogeneous strategic responses to grant attributes

Larger
More New ongoing More

Faster risk directions projects accurate

log(Duration) –0.030 –0.052∗∗ 0.015 0.019 0.019∗
(0.023) (0.023) (0.017) (0.015) (0.011)

× Male –0.044
(0.030)

× Tenured 0.094∗∗∗
(0.030)

× On t.t., not tenured –0.045
(0.035)

× Audience: Policymakers 0.015
(0.011)

log(Amount) –0.018 0.012 –0.016∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗ –0.003
(0.013) (0.010) (0.007) (0.008) (0.006)

× Age 0.002
(0.008)

× Assistant professor 0.027
(0.028)

× Full professor –0.014 0.011
(0.017) (0.016)

× On t.t., not tenured –0.015
(0.029)

× Engineering & related –0.036∗∗
(0.018)

× Total salary 0.001
(0.008)

× Fundraising expect. 0.005
(0.006)

× Research risk, own belief –0.012
(0.007)

× Humanities & related 0.009
(0.018)

Incl. main effect Y Y Y Y Y
Lasso method plug–in plug–in plug–in plug–in plug–in
NX var. sel. 11/62 19/62 7/62 4/62 7/62
dep. var. mean 0.36 0.53 0.33 0.61 0.17
N obs. 4,175 4,175 4,175 4,175 4,175

Note: Robust standard errors shown in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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2.5 years). Table B4 summarizes these ranges based on estimates from the full sample, as
well as estimates from just the non-tenured and tenured subsamples.

Table B4: Span of probabilities at observed and limits of grant designs

Point Estimate 95% C.I.
mean MIRA min max min max

Panel (a): Full sample
Faster 0.34 0.33 0.29 0.46 0.27 0.50
More risk 0.54 0.54 0.49 0.56 0.45 0.59
New directions 0.33 0.33 0.30 0.36 0.27 0.40
Larger ongoing projects 0.62 0.62 0.54 0.65 0.50 0.68
More accurate 0.17 0.18 0.15 0.19 0.13 0.22

Panel (b): Non-tenured
Faster 0.40 0.39 0.36 0.48 0.32 0.54
More risk 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.52 0.37 0.58
New directions 0.31 0.32 0.27 0.35 0.22 0.41
Larger ongoing projects 0.63 0.63 0.55 0.66 0.48 0.70
More accurate 0.20 0.21 0.17 0.22 0.13 0.27

Panel (c): Tenured
Faster 0.30 0.29 0.25 0.44 0.22 0.50
More risk 0.59 0.60 0.50 0.63 0.44 0.67
New directions 0.34 0.34 0.32 0.37 0.28 0.43
Larger ongoing projects 0.62 0.61 0.54 0.65 0.49 0.69
More accurate 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.17 0.11 0.20

Note: Reports the predicted probabilities of choosing a strategy when receiving (Column 1) an
average grant in the thought experiment (“Base”); (Column 2) a grant that is 30% longer and
15% smaller than average, reflecting the same relative change as the MIRA grants compared to
traditional R01 grants at the NIH (“MIRA”); (Columns 3-6) report the minimum and maximum
choice probabilities obtained under any grant design in the thought experiment using either
the point estimates or the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure B2: Choice probabilities at observed and limits of grant designs

Note: Reports the predicted probabilities of choosing a strategy when receiving (1) an average
grant in the thought experiment (“Base”) , (2) a grant that is 30% longer and 15% smaller than
average, reflecting the same relative change as the MIRA grants compared to traditional R01
grants at the NIH (“MIRA”); (3-6) grants with the largest or smallest dollar amount in the
thought experiment (Amax = $2,000,000;Amin = $100,000) and the longest or shortest duration
in the thought experiment (Dmax = 2 years;Dmin = 10 years). All predicted probabilities are
based on the logit models.
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C Additional results on researchers’ preferences

C.1 Main results on preferences, reporting sample selection cor-
rection estimates

Table C1: Researchers’ willingness to trade off grant funding amount and duration,
reporting sample selection coefficient

(1) (2) (3) (4)

γ 0.767∗∗∗ 0.779∗∗∗ 0.817∗∗∗ 0.848∗∗∗
(0.00698) (0.00676) (0.00591) (0.00533)

IMR –9645.0∗ –6260.8 –5905.1∗ –5089.1∗
(5286.4) (4472.4) (3391.8) (3035.3)

Marginal rate 57,353 53,857 42,848 34,413
of substitution [7.3%] [6.9%] [5.5%] [4.4%]

Excl. above ptile. 99th 95th 90th
N obs. 4,175 4,134 3,978 3,777

Note: Reports results from estimating Eq. 5 using alternative samples; larger γ values reflect
a stronger taste for funding amount compared to duration; marginal rate of substitution ($
per year) is reported at the means and is shown in brackets as a percentage of average funding
amount; the “Excl. above ptile.” samples drop responses where (Ai1 − Ãi2)/Ai1 is at or above
the reported percentile; robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗

p < 0.01. The IMR row reports the coefficients on the standardized Inverse Mills Ratios
included in the regressions.

C.2 A model of researchers’ production and consumption

The main empirical model of researchers’ preferences over grant amount and duration (Eq.
3: αAγD1−γ) is, effectively, a reduced form representation of a more complex model of
researchers’ production and consumption patterns. The following subsections motivate tests
of heterogeneity across researchers in terms of their preferences (i.e., γ).

First, we specify a more expansive model of researchers’ utility from the receipt of a grant
that has some amount A and duration D:
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V (
⇀
ai; θi, A,D) = max

⇀
ai

T∑
t

δtiui(fi(βi + ait), ait)

s.t.∑
t

ait ≤ A

ait = 0 if t > D ,

(C1)

where the key choice for the researcher is how to allocate the grant over periods t =

(1, 2, ..., T ). The notation of the model is as follows: ⇀
a = (a1, a2, ..., aT ) represents the vector

of choices about how to allocate the funding over time; θ is the set of parameters that govern
the researcher’s discount rate δ, their utility function u, their production function f , and their
guaranteed funding β, which is available every year; u and f are assumed to be concave; and
all parameters and variables are implicitly unique to each researcher. The two constraints
dictate how much grant funding is at the researcher’s disposal and how long they have access
to those funds. In the context of this model, the focal empirical parameter of γ represents the
marginal utility of an increase in grant amount (∂V/∂A) relative to the marginal utility of
an increase in grant duration (∂V/∂D) after the researcher has re-optimized their allocations
over time.

Researchers value grants with more funding (larger A) because they enable more produc-
tion within a given year, and they value grants with a longer duration (larger D) because
they enable more years of production on the steeper portion of the production function.36

In this model, researchers derive positive utility not just from the outputs of their work,
but also from their inputs directly. This reflects two realities; first, grant funds can often be
used for researchers’ salaries; second, as sociological studies and popular critiques of science
have long pointed out, researchers are not immune to “empire-building” tendencies, where
funding levels can play a prominent role in delineating social one’s status (Merton 1968;
Shapin 1995; Madsen and Aagaard 2020).37

36Anecdotal conversations with researchers indicate that they also value longer grants because of the
reduced variance in their future funding streams, which is not formalized in our motivating model. Practically,
this enables researchers to better plan their work over longer horizons. For example, a common remark by
researchers when considering a longer grant is that it would allow them to offer their staff and students longer
(formal or informal) contracts. Another (un-modeled) potential benefit of longer grants is that it provides
insurance for future supply or demand shocks — e.g., if a researcher believes there is a new technology on
the horizon that would increase their own productivity, they could reserve funding for future periods.

37Since most grants are obtained through competitive evaluations, they also serve as signals about re-
searchers’ abilities. There is logic to this given the unobservability of researchers’ effort and the fact that
most grants are awarded via peer review processes — they are signals that peers value a researchers’ ideas.
Thus, they can have more direct and indirect value to each researcher depending on their position. Further-
more, grants often include overhead funding that flows to the researchers’ institution, with these “indirect
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The model abstracts away from any of the researchers’ choices about their effort or their
research strategies, with the production function f summarizing each researchers’ ability to
convert funding into output they value.

Overall, the value derived from outputs and inputs depends on the incentives and in-
stitutions that transform these things into objects that researchers value (e.g., job security,
salary, prestige) and their preferences for those objects. All of these forces and preferences
are summarized by u. Practical examples of factors shaping u include researchers taste for
science (Stern 2004; Roach and Sauermann 2010), the tenure process and output measure-
ment schemes (MacLeod and Urquiola 2020), intellectual property regimes (Hvide and Jones
2018), the nature of competition within fields (Hill and Stein 2019), gate-keeping (Azoulay
et al. 2019a), and social factors more generally (Shapin 1995).

In the next sub-section, we used highly simplified versions of this model to make some
predictions about heterogeneity.

C.3 Predicting heterogeneity in grant design preferences

Deriving comparative statics from Equation C1 without making further assumptions is par-
ticularly challenging. But, our goal is only to motivate tests of heterogeneity in researchers’
relative preferences for grant funding amount versus duration (γ). So below, we take a much
simpler approach of eliminating all but one of the four sources of heterogeneity in the model
(δ, u, f, β) and then testing whether, in each stylized model, researchers’ relative preferences
for amount versus design is increasing or decreasing in a given parameter.38

Throughout, we define VA,D ≡ V (a; θ, A,D), a∗(VA,D) ≡ argmaxa VA,D(a), and γ̃ ≡
∂VA,D

∂A
∂VA,D

∂D

, noting that γ̃ is proportional to γ as defined in the main empirical model shown in
Equation 3.

In all cases below, we focus only on the scenarios where A = {1, 2} and D = {1, 2} and
evaluate preferences based on changes from initial values of A = 1 and D = 1. This simplifies
the construction of the partial derivatives that define researchers’ preferences. The relative
value of an increase amount is: ∂V1,1

∂A
= V2,1 − V1,1, and the relative value of an increase in

duration is: ∂V1,1

∂D
= V1,2 − V1,1.

costs” accounting for a significant fraction of a grants total value (Johnston et al. 2015). However, our
thought experiment abstracts away from both of these points since they are non-competitive and devoid of
indirect costs.

38Each stylized model retains concavity in the production (or consumption) function since linear formu-
lations eliminate any concerns for the temporal dimension and in turn eliminate the value of grant duration
by construction.
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Discount rate

To study the effect of researchers’ discount rates on their grant preferences, we assume
that the production and consumption functions, where grant funding a is the input, can
be jointly given by a

1/2
t . In this case, there is no heterogeneity in researchers’ production

or consumption functions, nor in their guaranteed funding flows (β = 0). Focusing first on
changes in grant amount for a D = 1 grant, researchers’ utility, optimal input allocations,
and marginal valuations are given by:

V1,1 = max
a

a1/2

a∗(V1,1) = a∗(V2,1) = 1

∂V1,1

∂A
= 21/2 − 1.

There are no costs to spending the grant funding, so all funds are used (as will be the case
in all 1-year grant scenarios). Next, focusing on changes in grant duration for a A = 1 grant,
researchers’ utility, optimal input allocations, and marginal valuations are given by:

V1,2 = max
a

a1/2 + δ(1− a)1/2

a∗(V1,2) =
1

δ2 + 1
∂V1,1

∂D
= (

1

δ2 + 1
)1/2 + δ(1− (

1

δ2 + 1
))1/2 − 1.

Thus, the ratio of researchers’ marginal value from increases in grant amount versus duration
is given by:

γ̃(δ) =
(21/2 − 11/2)

(( 1
δ2+1

)1/2 + δ(1− ( 1
δ2+1

))1/2 − 11/2)
,

where ∂γ̃/∂δ < 0. Thus, we should expect researchers that discount future periods at a
larger rate (smaller δ) to have a stronger preference for grant amount (larger γ).

Capital-intensity, risk-aversion, and direct utility

Here, we focus on the role of capital-intensity (i.e., convexity of f w.r.t. a), risk-aversion
(i.e., convexity of u w.r.t. f(a)), and direct utility of grant funding (i.e., convexity of u w.r.t.
a). We assume that the production and consumption functions, where grant funding a is the
input, can be jointly given by aκt . All three of these features are captured by κ: a larger value
indicates a more convex production function w.r.t. funding, larger risk tolerance, and larger
direct utility of grant funding. In this case, there is no discounting of the second period
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(δ = 0) and no heterogeneity in researchers’ guaranteed funding flow (β = 0). Focusing first
on changes in grant amount for a D = 1 grant, researchers’ utility, optimal input allocations,
and marginal valuations are given by:

V1,1 = max
a

aκ

a∗(V1,1) = a∗(V2,1) = 1

∂V1,1

∂A
= 2κ − 1

There are no costs to spending the grant funding, so all funds are used. Next, focusing on
changes in grant duration for a A = 1 grant, researchers’ utility, optimal input allocations,
and marginal valuations are given by:

V1,2 = max
a

aκ + (1− a)κ

a∗(V1,2) =
1

2
∂V1,1

∂D
= (

1

2
)κ + (

1

2
)κ − 1.

Thus, the ratio of researchers’ marginal value from increases in grant amount versus duration
is given by:

γ̃(κ) =
2κ − 1

(1
2
)κ + (1

2
)κ − 1

,

where ∂γ̃/∂κ > 0. Thus, we should expect researchers that are more capital-intensive, more
risk-loving, and receive more direct utility from funding to have a stronger preference for
grant amount (larger γ).

Fundraising productivity

Here, we focus on the role of researchers’ ability to obtain research funding (beyond the
focal grant), which we capture with β. We assume that the production and consumption
functions, where grant funding a is the input, can be jointly given by (β + at)

1/2. In this
case, there is no discounting of the second period (δ = 0) and no heterogeneity in researchers’
production or consumption functions. Focusing first on changes in grant amount for a D = 1
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grant, researchers’ utility, optimal input allocations, and marginal valuations are given by:

V1,1 = max
a

(β + a)1/2

a∗(V1,1) = a∗(V2,1) = 1

∂V1,1

∂A
= (β + 2)1/2 − (β + 1)1/2

There are no costs to spending the grant funding, so all funds are used. Next, focusing on
changes in grant duration for a A = 1 grant, researchers’ utility, optimal input allocations,
and marginal valuations are given by:

V1,2 = max
a

(β + a)1/2 + (1− (β + a))1/2

a∗(V1,2) =
1

2
− β

∂V1,1

∂D
= (β + (

1

2
− β))1/2 + (1− (β + (

1

2
− β)))1/2 − (β + 1)1/2.

Thus, the ratio of researchers’ marginal value from increases in grant amount versus duration
is given by:

γ̃(β) =
(β + 2)1/2 − (β + 1)1/2

(β + (1
2
− β))1/2 + (1− (β + (1

2
− β)))1/2 − (β + 1)1/2

,

where ∂γ̃/∂β > 0. Thus, we should expect researchers who are more productive at securing
funding for their research every period to have a stronger preferences for grant amount (larger
γ).

C.4 Estimating heterogeneity in grant design preferences

To summarize the predictions from the preceding subsection, we expect the strongest prefer-
ences for funding amount (relative to duration) to be amongst researchers who: (1) discount
the future at a higher rate; (2) are more funding-intensive in their production functions;
(3) receive more direct utility from grant funding; (4) are less risk-averse; and (5) are more
productive at fundraising for their research. Below, Tables C2-C3 estimate γ parameters for
subsamples split according to proxies for these five dimensions.

To proxy for discount rates, we use researchers age. To proxy for funding-intensity, we
take the standardized sum of researchers expected funding amounts plus their time spent
fundraising under the assumption that these metrics provide a signal of how important
funding is to a researchers’ science. To proxy for researchers’ direct utility from funding,
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we use the share of their salaries that is sourced via “soft money” (i.e., paid for directly
by grant funding). To proxy for risk aversion, we take the standardized sum of the three
measures of risk in the survey, relating to both researchers’ own perceptions of the riskiness
of their science, their beliefs about their peers’ perceptions of the riskiness of their science,
and their degree of risk-taking in their personal lives. To proxy for fundraising productivity,
we divide researchers’ expected funding in the next five years (excluding any guarantees) by
the number of hours they expect to spend on fundraising in that same period to arrive at a
$-grant per hour metric.

Tables C2-C3 report estimates of γ after splitting the sample along these five dimensions.
In all cases, we estimate different γ values that agree with our theoretical predictions, and
in most cases the differences are statistically significant.

Table C4 provides additional sample splits to explore this heterogeneity further.

Table C2: Heterogeneity in the amount-duration tradeoff

Age Capital intensity Share soft money
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

γ 0.755∗∗∗ 0.802∗∗∗ 0.750∗∗∗ 0.785∗∗∗ 0.749∗∗∗ 0.799∗∗∗
(0.0110) (0.0148) (0.0121) (0.0119) (0.0112) (0.0112)

m.r.s. 61,093 46,985 62,915 51,850 62,958 47,893
[7.8%] [6.0%] [8.0%] [6.6%] [8.1%] [6.1%]

Sub-sample low high low high low high
N obs. 1,476 1,114 1,393 1,390 1,799 1,306

Note: Larger γ values reflect a stronger taste for grant size compared to duration; (m.r.s.)
marginal rate of substitution ($ per year) is reported at the means and is shown as a percentage
of average grant size in brackets; robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Sample splits are described in-text, with “low” and “high” referring to the lower
and upper terciles of a given feature, respectively.

C.5 Alternative estimation of grant preferences

The empirical model of grant preferences in the main paper assumes constant returns to
scale (CRS; γ+(1−γ) = 1). We can relax this assumption by making use of a third thought
experiment in the data. Although this third experiment was designed for another research
question, it provides the variation necessary to estimate a more flexible model that has a
separate utility parameter for both grant size and duration.

In this other experiment, we asked respondents to report their willingness to trade off
their annual salary in exchange for increases in their guaranteed research budget, effectively,
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Table C3: Heterogeneity in the amount-duration tradeoff (cont’d)

Risk aversion Fundraising productivity
(1) (2) (3) (4)

γ 0.786∗∗∗ 0.749∗∗∗ 0.721∗∗∗ 0.803∗∗∗
(0.0122) (0.0118) (0.0168) (0.0134)

m.r.s. 51,794 63,012 72,286 46,668
[6.6%] [8.1%] [9.2%] [6.0%]

Sub-sample low high low high
N obs. 1,395 1,387 881 881

Note: Larger γ values reflect a stronger taste for grant size compared to duration; (m.r.s.)
marginal rate of substitution ($ per year) is reported at the means and is shown as a percentage
of average grant size in brackets; robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Sample splits are described in-text, with “low” and “high” referring to the lower
and upper terciles of a given feature, respectively.

a grant. This was done twice, by asking respondents how low of a salary they would be
willing to take in exchange for having access to an additional $250,000 or $1,000,000 for 5
years.

To begin, first consider a new indirect utility function that depends on researchers’ annual
salary S, their current guaranteed research budget over the coming 5 years B, and a new
grant of amount A and duration D:

v(Sig, Bi, Aig, Dig) = αSσ
ig(Bi + Aig)

ρDδ
ig . (C2)

In order to use the variation from the thought experiments, we assume we can decompose
Equation C2 into two separate functions that describe researchers’ preferences over the new
grant (evaluating just A and D) and their preferences over an increase in their 5-year guar-
anteed budget and a corresponding change in their salary:

v1(Aig, Dig) = αi1A
ρ
igD

δ
ig

v2(Sig,Bi, Aig) = αi2S
σ
ig(Bi + Aig)

ρ .
(C3)

To summarize, we have researchers’ responses to three different scenarios: (1) being indif-
ferent between two grants that vary in their size and duration, call these grants g = {1, 2};
(2) being indifferent between some decrease in their salary and an increase in their research
budget by $250,000, call this increase grant g = 3; and (3) being indifferent between some
decrease in their salary and an increase in their research budget by $1,000,000, call this
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Table C4: Heterogeneity in the size-duration tradeoff, by other features

Broad field of study Tenure status
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

γ 0.760∗∗∗ 0.740∗∗∗ 0.779∗∗∗ 0.782∗∗∗ 0.769∗∗∗ 0.757∗∗∗ 0.761∗∗∗ 0.773∗∗∗
(0.0170) (0.0171) (0.0127) (0.0171) (0.0158) (0.0167) (0.0145) (0.00908)

m.r.s. 59,651 66,065 53,643 52,794 56,779 60,677 59,316 55,575
[7.6%] [8.4%] [6.9%] [6.8%] [7.3%] [7.8%] [7.6%] [7.1%]

Sub-sample Eng. Hum. Med. Nat. Soc. N/A Pre-tenure Tenured
N obs. 703 786 1,165 655 866 821 903 2,451

Note: Larger γ values reflect a stronger taste for grant size compared to duration; (m.r.s.)
marginal rate of substitution ($ per year) is reported at the means and is shown as a percentage
of average grant size in brackets; robust standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

increase grant g = 4. Thus, we have three equations:

v1(Ai1, Di1) = v1(Ai2, Di2)

v2(Si0, Bi) = v2(Si3, Bi, Ai3)

v2(Si0, Bi) = v2(Si4, Bi, Ai4) ,

(C4)

where Si0 indicates their current salary and Bi is their current 5-year research budget guaran-
tee. The thought experiments involve providing (Ai1, Di1, Di2, Ai3, Ai4) to the respondents,
who in turn report the values (Ai2, Si3, Si4) such that indifference holds. We use these three
equations to generate the three moment conditions necessary to identify the key parameters
σ, ρ, and δ.

Table C5 reports the results from GMM estimation of the key parameters. The ratio of
these alternative estimates of the elasticities of grant size (σ) and duration (δ), 0.75

0.22
=3.41, are

very close to our estimate of this same ratio under the CRS assumption we use in the main
results, 0.77

(1−0.77)
=3.26. We take this as evidence that the CRS assumption is not distorting

our results on the relative preferences researchers have for grant designs.
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Table C5: Non-CRS based grant preference estimates

(1)

σ (salary) 1.016∗∗∗
(0.001)

ρ (grant amount) 0.075∗∗∗
(0.004)

δ (grant duration) 0.022∗∗∗
(0.001)

N obs. 4,003

Note: GMM estimates of parameters in Eq. C3 based on the three moments generated by the
indifference points shown in Eq. C4; bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.1,
∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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D Funders’ revealed preferences over grant designs
For simplicity, assume the grant market is served by a single supplier, one “aggregate funder”
that reflects the aggregated behavior of all individual funders. Researchers are the consumers.
The aggregate funder’s budget is exogenously determined and the aggregate demand for
grants of all types is inelastic. No matter which set of grants the funder chooses to offer,
researchers will pursue, and be awarded, all of them. This assumption seems relatively
plausible given the fact that published success rates across funders are on the scale of 10-
20% (see here for more). This implies that the funder is ignoring researchers’ preferences,
which will lead us to over-estimate their preferences (i.e., our estimate of γfund will be larger
than the true value to the extent funders are in fact incorporating researchers’ preferences
into their portfolio decisions).

We assume the funder’s maximization problem is given by:

max
N

A∑
a=A

D∑
d=D

π(Nad , a
γfundd1−γfund) , (D1)

where N = (NA,D, ..., NA,D) and π is a value function that describes the funder’s net costs
and benefits of awarding Nad grants of amount a and duration d. Furthermore, assume that
π is well-behaved and increasing and concave in its arguments: π′ > 0, π′′ < 0. π would be
concave if funders prefer strategies that involve diversification across different grant designs,
for example, to learn about the value of projects with small investments before making larger
investments. Implicitly, π incorporates the funder’s budget constraint.

Since the funder’s valuation of their grant portfolio is separable in the groupings of
amount and duration per a and d, then, in equilibrium, they will choose an allocation, N∗,
that equalizes the marginal returns across all groups (i.e., ∂π

∂Nad
is equal for all ad groups).

Here, just as changes in prices set by a monopolist firm are informative about changes in
the firm’s marginal costs, the observed distribution of grant types (N∗; as shown in Figure
1) will be informative about the funder’s preferences. Ideally, we would have some theory
or data to be more specific about the shape of π in order to estimate ∂π

∂a
and ∂π

∂d
, but we do

not. We can still speak to the relative value the funder appears to place on grant size and
duration per γfund.

Note that the funder’s choice of N∗
ad can be written as ϕ(aγfundd1−γfund), where the shape

of ϕ is governed by π. Then, the relationship between N∗
ad and (a, d) will be informative of

γfund since:
∂N∗

ad/∂a

∂N∗
ad/∂d

=
∂ϕ(aγfundd1−γfund)/∂a

∂ϕ(aγfundd1−γfund)/∂d
=

γfundd

(1− γfund)a
. (D2)
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Thus, by regressing N∗
ad on a and d, the ratio of those coefficients (and the sample means)

can be used to infer γfund.

Figure D1: Grant design preferences, researchers versus funders

Note: Shows the preferences of researchers per the survey-based thought experiment (γ), and
of funders per observed distribution of research grants in the Dimensions data (γfund); the
intersection of the curves is chosen to be the average grant size and duration.

Using $100,000 bins for a and 1-year bins for d, a regression of the number of grants in each
bin on the grant size and duration indicates that there are –150.3 (s.e.=34.7) fewer grants
for every $100,000 increase and –355.8 (s.e.=72.4) fewer grants for every 1-year increase.
These coefficients imply a γfund of 0.39. Figure D1 plots the indifference curve implied by
this estimate, contrasted with researchers’ preferences.

This approach is likely identifying an upper bound of γfund because of our assumption
that funders do not respond to researchers’ demand. Thus, if they are in fact responding
to demand already, and we know from the prior analyses researchers’ γ is approaching 0.8,
then our estimate of funders’ preferences is biased upward. Still, funders are clearly much
more willing to trade off size for duration. Intuitively, the time constraints facing funders
must be less important than their cash constraints. But, it is notable how different funders’
and researchers’ preferences appear to be. In a sense, it appears funders are already pulling
researchers towards a “longer-smaller” portfolio of grants than they would prefer.
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